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PREFACE 

In April of 1992, the Legislative Council of the 115th Maine Legislature 
authorized the Office of Policy and Legal Analysis to conduct research and issue 
a report on privatization. Generally, privatization entails transferring to private 
companies the production of services previously performed by government. 

This staff study is presented in two volumes. Volume I reports on 
privatization in several service areas. Volume n focuses on privatization of 
correctional facilities. While Volume I discusses the general literature on 
privatization, the primary research tool employed for this portion of the study 
was a survey of privatization practices m twelve states. The survey was 
designed and distributed, and its results compiled and analyzed, by the Office of 
Policy and Legal Analysis. 

The primary research tool employed for the portion of the study presented 
in Volume n was an extensive search of the literature on privatiZation of 
corrections. The results of that review are detailed in Volume II. Both Volume I 
and Volume ll of this study describe frameworks for making privatization 
decisions. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The incidence of privatization of corrections facilities has increased 
markedly in the United States since the early 1980's. Still only some 2% of 
federal and state prisoners are housed in private facilities. 

This country's experience with the privatization of corrections in the 1980's 
is not its first. Previous experiences generally ended because of criticism about 
the quality of care and inmate abuse, although philosophical considerations also 
played some part. 

The increase in the private provision of incarceration services in the 1980's 
was part of a philosophical move toward privatization of all government 
services. In the case of corrections, prison overcrowding, in part occasioned by a 
stricter societal attitude toward crime, furthered the privatization movement. 

Generally, federal agencies and most academic authorities maintain the 
position that ·the privatization of corrections facilities has enough merit to 
warrant further study and exploration. There are, unfortunately, few actual 
evaluations of privatization available because of the difficulry of setting up the 
necessary controlled design tests and the difficulty of ascertairung and 
comparin~ costs. The studies that are available report favorably on 
privatization. The studies focus on the practical issues of cost and quality of 
services. These studies do not address the philosophical issues involved in 
making decisions about privatizing corrections, the most important of which is 
whether social control functions should be delegated to the pnvate sector. 

Many experts are optimistic that certain recent national trends may assist 
in resolving some issues of concern in the 1;rivatization debate. First, a trend in 
the country, in general, and in corrections, m particular, to seek information and 
data analysis in policy discussions may result in the privatization issue being 
more removed from the political arena. Second, the increase in public activism 
concerning issues such as corrections and the advent of judicial intervention may 
serve to prevent or identify and eliminate the incidences of substandard care 
that have oeen associated With privatization in the past. 

For policy makers and implementors planning to privatize corrections, the 
American Correctional Association offers the following guidelines for 
decision-making: 

I. Request for Proposal 

A well-formulated request for proposals to privatize is essential and 
should include: 

1. The levels of performance expected, financial incentives for 
accomplishing them and the penalties that will apply for inadequate 
performance. There should be a provision for partial non-compliance 
without cancellation of the whole contract. 
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2. 

3. 

4. 

The funding available and, if possible, the cost if the state were to 
perform the function for itself. 

Clear communication of the factors giving rise to the proposed 
request, what the agency seeks to acnieve, and the nature of the 
required services, while giving the respondents the opportunity to be 
creative in their descriptions of how the agency's needs can be met. 

A requirement that the respondent provide precise staffing patterns, 
including qualifications, salary level, and work hours for each 
individual. 

ll. Proposal Review 

No l'roposal reviewer should have a predisposition regarding 
privatization. There should be a predeterminea set of selection criteria 
with appropriate weights assigned to each criterion. 

m. The Contract 

1. 

2. 

For legal and policy reasons, the state needs to refrain from exercising 
so much control over the contractor that the contractor ceases to be an 
independent contractor. 

A traditional measure of the success of a corrections program has been 
the recidivism rate. Better outcome indicators to establish include: 
measures of the severity and chronicity of unlawful behavior by 
program participants; and the educational progress of program 
participants. 

IV. Monitoring 

Contract monitoring should not be a process of fault finding but 
should represent a cooperative, positive, supportive relationship in which 
both parties work to achieve the requirements of the contract. State run 
facilities should be monitored in the same fashion as private facilities. 

V. Evaluation 

A privatization decision should be accompanied by a plan for a 
systematic, comprehensive evaluation of the costs and effectiveness of 
privatization, ana for comparison to these elements of an actual state-run 
facility or to the estimated costs for a theoretical state-run facility. 
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BACKGROUND 

Within the last six months the Department of Corrections has privatized 
the medical services at the Correctional Center and investigated the possibility 
of privatizing the Maine Youth Center or some of the services at the Center. The 
purpose of this report is to provide national background on privatization of 
corrections facilities and services in order to assist legislators in understanding 
and evaluating the activity that has taken place to date and any further 
proposals. 

This report is divided into the following parts: 

I. A historical perspective on, and the current status of, the 
privatization of corrections. 

IT. Issues in privatization. 

ill. Attitude of various governmental agencies, academic 
authorities and special interest groups. 

IV. Recent evaluations of privatized facilities. 

V. Some guidelines on how to privatize. 
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DETAU.ED FINDINGS 

I. History and Current Status 

Privatization, as essentially a policy issue, shows the same cycles of 
popularity and unpopularity as do many policy issues. 

State, federal, and local governments in this country have long 
contracted for a wide range of goods and services, from solid waste 
disposal and movie-making to weapons research and transportation. 
Indeed, for much of the 19th century and well into the 1960's, numerous 
states and localities contracted for penal services. In Texas, Michi~an, 
California, Arkansas, and many other jurisdictions, all or part of the pnson 
system has at one time or another been privately owned and operated. 

However, according to one writer writing about the country's pre-1960 
experience with privatization, "the history ofprivate-sector involvement in 
corrections is unrelievedly bleak, a well-documented tale of inmate abuse 
and political corruption. In many instances, private contractors worked 
inmates to death, beat or killed them for minor rule infractions, or failed to 
provide them with the quantity and ~uality of life's necessities specified in 
often meticulously drafted contracts." 

Private sector involvement began to grow again, but only slowly in the 
1970s. According to Professors Charles Thomas and Linda Hanson, four 
reasons for the slowness of this growth predominated: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

The hypothesis that the private sector could be a part of the 
response to the correctional overcrowding crisis was novel. In 
addition, innovation has never been a defining virtue of the field 
of corrections. 

Government agencies were hardly enthusiastic about the prospect 
of private competition. The prospect of tens of billions of dollars 
for corrections agencies to construct and operate new facilities 
was a strong deterrent to those in control. · 

Existin~ laws either failed to authorize private management of 
correction facilities or were construed to prohibit private 
management. 

There was no private corrections industry, thus no private sector 
force pushing

2
for contracts in those places where existing law 

would permit. 

In the opinion of Professors Thomas and Hanson, in contemporary 
terms, the birth of the private corrections industry came in 1983 

1 John J. Dilullo, Private Prisons, 1988, p. 33 

2charles Thomas & Linda C. Hanson, The Emergence of the Private Corrections lndustiy in Partnership 
Focus,~arch, 1991,p. 20 



2 Privatization • 

when Tom Beasley and a small ~roup of associates formed the Corrections 
Corporation of America (CCA) m Nashville, Tennessee. Beasley's tireless 
lobbying for correctional privatization, and CCA' s ability to integrate 
experienced correctional as well as business talent into its senior 
management ranks, has :f'ade CCA the cutting edge of the correctional 
privatization movement. As of 1991, CCA had 6,090 beds in 17 facilities 
compared to its nearest competitors, Precor ~th 4,110 beds in 9 facilities 
and Wackenhut with 3,690 beas in 12 facilities. 

It is generally felt that the growth in the 1980's stemmed largely from 
the burgeoning prison population brought on by the "get tough on crime" 
movement. 

Currently, there are 52 secure adult detention facilities in 12 states 
housing 19,500 inmates in total that are being priv~ely run. Virtually all 
this privatization has taken place in the last 10 years. Approximately 1.5~ 
of the 750,000 state and federal prisoners are housed in private facilities. 
This total of 11,000 is expected to increase 50% a year by ~e year 2,000 to 
about 100,000, 5 to 10 percent of the total prison population. 

The question that remains is whether "privatization's time has come", 
as the data in the preceding paragraph would tend to indicate, or whether 
it is a practice that will go in and out of fashion, as in the past. The 
question is unanswerable out the decided trend for society in general, and 
corrections in particular, to become more data and information oriented 
would tend to suggest that the objective considerations rather than 
political ones may become increasingly important in determining the fate 
of privatization. To date, privatization has ~tood up well under tile limited 
evaluations to which it has been subjected. While there is, of course, the 
possibility that privatization may again see instances of the abuses 
associated with its pre-1960 popularity, the advent of judicial intervention 
since that time may provide the previously absent means of preventing 
and dealing with these problems. 

:3-rhomas & Hanson, p. 21 

4rhomas & Hanson, p. 24 

SJulie Bennett, Private Prison Industty Booms in the South, in City & State, Sept. 7-20, 1992, p. Gm4 

6Hanson & Thomas, p. 23 

7 Linda S.C. Hanson, The Privatization of Corrections Movement, in Journal of Contemporary Criminal 
Justice, March 1991, p. 2 

Bsee section IV of this report. 
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II. Issues in Privatization9 

A. Philosophical Concerns 

· The many issues involved in the decision to privatize corrections 
can broadly be divided in 2 parts: the philosophical concerns and the 
administrative and technical1ssues. 

Since the philosophical questions are really unanswerable through 
research, the majority of this report will deal with the administrative 
and technical issues. However, m the interests of a full understanding 
of the complex problem of privatizing corrections, this section will 
review the philosophical concerns and arguments. 

1. Delegating Social Control Functions to the Private Sector 

The most fundamental issue in the philosophical debate 
touches on a core question of political fhilosophy. Correctional 
facilities represent a powerful exercise o state power, as they are 
the means used to deprive persons in custody of liberties 
otherwise granted to all citizens. The delegation of this authority 
to private providers raises issues not encountered in contracting 
for more mundane services. In a facility entirely operated by the 
private sector, a range of management functions involving the 
classification and control of inmates might be delegated to the 
private contractor. Some observers have questioned ·the 
fundamental propriety of such a shift. 

2. The Political Power of the Private Sector 

According to the author, there is consensus in the general 
literature on the privatization of public services that contracting 
increases the political power of the private sector. Private 
organizations with large interests in ·public sources of support 
have often developed considerable lobbying skills. Those who 
fear this new political influence point to the ease with which it 
might be used to continue unneeded or excessively costly 
programs. Others see advantages in expanding the political 
power of the private sector - particularly in the corrections 

9This section is derived largely from J. Mullen, et al, The Privatization of Corrections, 1986, pp. 70-76, 
which the author of this paper, after studying much of the extensive writing on this subject, felt to be the 
most definitive and even analysis of the many available. This report was prepared by Apt Associates 
under contract to the National Institute of Justice (see footnote 15). The reader is also referred to 
Charles H. Logan, Arguments For and Against Contracting, in Private Prisons: Cons & Pros, 1990, 
pp. 41-48, Appendix A; J. Hackett, et al, Issues in Contracting for the Private Operation of 
Prisons & Jails, 1987, pp. 17-19; and John J. Dilullo, Private Prisons, 1988, pp. 2-3. 
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field. Private organizations, it is felt, could bring political 
influence to bear in a field generally devoid of political acfvantage 
in appropriations, program improvement and resources. 

3. Private Sector Influence on Public Policy 

(a) "Skimming" the Market. Some analysts have pointed to the 
tendency of correctional agencies to become dependent on a 
limited number of contractors who are simply more effective 
in responding to requests for proposals or able to deliver high 
quality services due to experience or economies of scale. In 
this context, the ability of government to cancel a contract or 
even to shift its empli.asis may be severely constrained, and 
contractors may virtually dictate policies such as intake and 
termination criteria. According to these analysts, the 
resulting tendency to skim off the "cream of the crop" has 
been seen in many community corrections endeavors where 
private providers are able to restrict eligibility standards and 
to terminate or violate any cases that may subsequently pose 
performance problems. 

(b) High Occupancy. Since privately operated institutions may 
be reimbursed by means of per diem fees, their financial 
interest lies in maintaining maximum population levels. This 
may, however, conflict with the state's interest in maximizing 
parole or pre-release opportunities. 

(c) Overcapacity. While private contractors may have an 
incentive to keep their institutions at maximum capacity, 
there are visible disincentives for them to allow population 
levels to rise substantially in excess of capaci!Y· In this 
res.l?ect, the influence of privatization on public policy may be 
qmte positive in the long term. The proolem in the short run 
is, of course, that the conditions of confinement among 
facilities that remain in the public sector may deteriorate as 
long as they have no comparable rules governing capacity 
ancf conditions. 

(d) Political Corru~tion. The problem is raised in the 
JJrivatization de ate that officials have used the revolving 
ooor to the private sector and profited from their government 
service, sometimes apparently exploiting the public trust. 

(e) Public Participation. The effects of privatization on the 
visibility of corrections is another issue of concern. Some 
have argued that rrivatization will decrease public input into 
the delivery o correctional services and will shift 
accountability to faceless private providers. Others 
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sugg~st that the system will become more accountable to the 
pubhc. . 

4. Attitudes of Public Employee Unions 

Another potentially volatile political issue that may 
accompany efforts to convert facilities to private sector 
management involves the reduced power of public employee 
unions. The American Federation of State, County and Municipal 
Employees (AFSCME), which represents a large number of 
corrections employees, argues that contracting "means fewer and 
poorer quality services for the sake of profits." To avoid these 
union problems some respondents sug~est that private 
management only be considered for new facilities. At tli.e very 
least, if a takeover is planned, experts recommend that it have 
careful planning for the transition and thorough calculation and 
communication of the anticipated benefits to the state. 

5. Attitudes of Corrections Management 

Corrections management may not be uniformly supportive of 
private operations that may threaten a loss of agency control. The 
author references a recent survey by the National Institute of 
Corrections as notins that "loss of turf' may, in fact, be more of an 
inhibitor to expandmg the role of the private sector than the 
actual loss of employment for state workers. Careful planning 
and communication are felt, by the author, to be the keys to 
overcoming the objections of public corrections manager to 
private facility operation. 

6. Public Attitudes 

Finally, general public attitudes may also constrain the 
development of private facilities. Fear about their security may 
combine with traditional public reluctance to host a corrections 
facility in the community, whether public or privately operated. 
Without the override powers of a government agency, private 
contractors must face tfte delays, costs, and possibly unsuccessful 
results of efforts to secure local zoning approval. Providers often 
emphasize the critical need to counter public resistance with 
systematic attention to public relations activities. 

B. The Administrative & Technical Issues in Privatization 

1. Pro 

a. 

10ouulio, pp. 2-3 

Cost10 

Proponents of privatization claim that it can save 
anywhere from 10 to 25 percent of the nation's correctional 
budget. Unlike government bureaucracies, advocates argue, 
private firms are freed to a degree from politics, 
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bureaucracy, and costly union contracts. Private comfanies 
must answer their investors and eyatisfy the terms o their 
contract with the government or risk losing it. As in any 
open market, the firms must compete witfi each other to 
maximize services while minimizmg costs or go out of 
business. While government ag-encies enjoy a virtual 
monopoly and need not strive to Improve the quantity and 
quality of services, it is argued, private firms will have every 
incentive to economize and will oe held accountable at every 
turn. · 

b. Quality of Servicell 

For a number of reasons, many contend that the quality 
of privately provided services is likely to be superior, at least 
in the short term. The elimination of civil service restrictions 
allows the private provider to control performance and to 
tailor staff to changing program needs. Independence from 
the bureaucracy a1so gives the private provider greater 
freedom to innovate and to deal more rapidly with problems 
in the management or delivery· of services. Finally, unlike 
government providers, the private sector is under 
comr.etitive pressure to perform--pressure that can provide a 
sigmficant incentive to deliver higfi quality services. 

2. Con 

11 Mullen, p. 7 4 

12Dilulio, pp. 2-3 

a. Quality of Service12 

Opponents of privatization claim that major cost cutting 
can be achieved only at the expense of humane treatment. 
Private firms, it is reasoned, have no incentive to reduce 
crowding (since they may be paid· on a per-prisoner basis), to 
foster less restrictive (and to the private firm, less lucrative) 
alternatives to incarceration and to hire well-trained, 
well-educated, well-paid, and professional staff. 

Others, while agreeing that in the short-term 
privatization will enhance quality, feel that the long-term 
prospects for improvement are more uncertain. If the ability 
to respond to corrections needs becomes concentrated in a 
small number of corporate providers, the danger exists that 
reduced competitive pressures may erode any short-term 
gains in quality .. 

While, in theory, concerns about staffing, compliance 
with correctional standards, use of force (lethal and 
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nonlethal), strikes, fiscal accountability, and bankruptcy can 
be addressed through ti~htly drawn contracts, opponents 
worry that, in practice, government regulatiOn of 
privatization will prove inadequate and that the costs of 
re5ulation will more than consume any savings from 
pnvatization. 

b. Monitoring Issues13 

In contracting for facility operations, the government 
relinquishes the burden of providing direct services and 
assumes the responsibiliry for monitoring private providers. 
The importance and the difficulties of the monitoring 
function cannot be overestimated. Quality control is 
inherently more difficult when the government is dealing 
with an independent provider and can only exert indirect 
control. Efforts to strengthen public control can, in turn, lead 
to the development of two parallel bureaucracies. 

c. Short-Term Flexibility vs. Longer-Term Constraints14 

Facility contracting may Erovide the government with 
an ability to move quicKly in the short term at the possible 
cost of constraints on the ability to change course over the 
long term. If the government wishes only to change 
contractors and not to shut down the facility, it may be 
significantly constrained. Transferring the operations of an 
entire facility can be a costly, disruptive break in the 
continuity of service. The state's own capacity to operate 
facilities will shrink, making it more difficult to revert to 
f'Ublic management. Private firms may take advantage of 
these situations to low-ball a bid to get their first contract and 
then greatly increase costs in future years. 

m. Attitude of Governmental Agencies, Academic Authorities and 
Special Interest Groups 

There has been a great deal written about the privatization of 
corrections. In the interest of brevity and of aiding the reader to judge the 
bias of the material presented, this report will confme itself to the positions 
of federal agencies, the leading professional membership organization, the 
three major lobbying or special interest groups, the rro academicians 
given as referrals by the National Institute or Justice, and since both 
those academicians favor privatization, the academician who in the opinion 

13Mullen, pp. 75-76 

l~ullen, pp. 75-76 

15The National Criminal Justice Reference. Private Sector Involvement in Corrections. The 
National Criminal Justice Reference Service is the clearinghouse of the National Institute of Justice, 
which in turn is the research bureau of the U.S. Department of Justice. The Director is appointed by the 
President and is guided by the priorities of the Attorney General in establishing the Institute's agenda. 
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of this writer is the leading academician opposed to privatization. 

With one exception those agencies or individuals who would appear 
to be least biased, i.e. the governmental agencies, the acadermcians 
referenced by the leading ~overnmental agency and the leading 
professional membership orgaruzation, are favorable toward privatization 
to the extent of recommending limited use or further study. The one 
exception is one academician wno strongly favors privatization. 

A. Government Agencies 

1. Criminal Justice Institute, 1984,16under contract to the 
National Institute of Corrections. The Criminal Justice 
Institute is a private consulting firm. The National Institute 
of Corrections is an agency of the federal Bureau of Prisons, 
which acts as an information agency on state and local 
corrections programs. 

The major part of this report consisted of the results of a 
survey of state correctional agencies. A summary of the 
findings of this report follows: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

Contracting with the private sector has proven to be 
cost-effective most of tne time. 

Cost is a major, but not primary, consideration in 
contractin~. Quality of serv1ce is the most important 
consideration. 

How the service is delivered is just as important as the 
quality of service. That is not to say tfiat quality of 
service should be overlooked, because failure to deliver 
was the most frequently cited reason for contract 
termination. . 

Administrators are open to expanded use of the private 
sector, but desire to proceed slowly and place a high 
value on thorough planning and justification. 

Contracting is already widespread. 

Most of the problems cited in contracting are not 
insurmountable. They are potentially avoidable by the 
administrator's use of appropriate planning strategies. 

l6c.G. and G.M. Camp, Private Sector Involvement in Prison Services and Operations, 1984, pp. 19-20 
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2. The Council of State GovernmeW under a grant from the 
National Institute of Justice, 1987. 

This report concludes that states that have decided to use 
private contractors would avoid a series of l?roblems if they 
were to limit contracting to additional mmimum-security 
beds. "Special needs" prisons, e.g. prisons for the aged, ill, 
women, or those requiring protective custody, also seem 
relatively well-suited to the contracting option. 

Based on limited information, the report observes that initial 
contract operations have been reasonably successful - at least 
in the opinion of the government officials. It is not, however, 
clear that they have oeen successful from the perspective of 
profitability Ior the private firms. Vendor organizations 
appear to have made major efforts to do the job correctly. 

The report further states that a government's goal in 
contracting is to obtain new beds quickly; the private sector 
offers an attractive alternative. However, if the government 
seeks a more economical operation, the minimal evidence 
available to date suggests that contracting does not 
necessarily save a significant amount of money. 

3. President's Commission on Privatization, 198818 

The Commission made the following recommendations: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

Contracting should be regarded ·as an effective and 
appropriate form for the aaministration of prisons and 
jaifs at the federal, state, and local levels. 

Proposals to contract for the administration of entire 
facilities at the federal, state, or local level ought to be 
seriously considered. · 

Problems of liability and accountability should not be 
seen as posing insurmountable obstacles to contracting 
for the operation of confinement facilities. 
Constitutional and legal requirements apply, and 
contracted facilities may also be required to meet 
American Correctional Association standards. 

The Bureau of Prisons should be asked to prepare an 
analysis of total government costs for an existing federal 
correctional institution. 

17 J. Hackett et al, Issues in Contracting for the Private Operation of Prisons and Jails, 1987, pp. vii-viii 

18The President's Commission on Privatization, Privatization: Toward More Effective Government, 
1988, pp. 149-155. For a list of commission members see Appendix E. 
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e. 

The Bureau plans to take no action on this 
recommendation. 

The Bureau of Prisons, in coo_peration with the National 
Institute of Corrections and Justice, should commission 
a study of the feasibility of contracting for the private 
operation of a federal correctional institution or U.S. 
penitentiary. As F'art of this study, the Bureau, as an 
experiment, shoula contract for the private operation of 
one new faciliry comparable to at least one 
government-run facility, and cooperate with outside 
researchers in an evaluation of the results. 

The BOP completed the recommended study in 
cool?eration with Institutes of Corrections but not 
Justice. They are in the process of contracting for the 
operation of a low security, i.e. between minimum and 
medium security, facility for the detention of aliens. 
The contracting procedure has proven Ions, difficult 
and cumbersome. It has involved law smts by the 
unsuccessful bidders, cancellation of the original 
contract, a suit by the winner of the original contract 
and an investigation by the General Accountin~ Office. 
The National Institutes of Corrections and Justice have 
not been part of the development of this project. The 
projected facility is comparable to several 
government-run facilities but there is currently no 
evaluation plan and, therefore, no plan for any 
comparison. 

f. The Department of Justice should continue to give high 
priority to research on private sector involvement in 
corrections. . 

4. Bureau of Prisons, 1989.19 The Bureau of Prisons is a bureau 
within the Department of Justice and is responsible for 
supervising federal prisons. 

This report indicates that the main reason the BOP has 
initiated contracts with the private sector and, in particular, 
with private correctional facilities is the flexibiliry offered by 
such arrangements and the reasonable costs of contracting. 
The need for contract educational and health services varies 
by institution and location. The use of contract services 
allows for the supplementing of government staff to meet 
inmates' needs. The use of private community correctional 
centers supplements all Community Corrections Center 
contracting and allows for the placement of many 

19M.J. Bronick, The Federal Bureau of Prisons Experience with Privatization, 1989, pp. 24-27. 
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pre-release inmates near their eventual release residence and 
many short-term offenders in community-based facilities. 

Recently, the private operation of BOP correctional facilities 
has been limited to certain subpopulations of offenders. This 
report concludes that it is possible that the cost savings 
potential that makes a private prison profitable and tfie 
Inmate and public welfare issues that are of concern to 
correctional agencies restrict private prison management to 
certain subpopulations of offenders. 

More specifically, the report states that it is arguable whether 
the flexibility gain and cost benefits identified in the report 
would extend also to contractual management of more 
"mainstream" facilities, particularly when considering the 
emphasis the BOP places on having a variety of services, 
programs, and staff available for inmates. Whether or not 
private companies can provide these same services for less 
cost or better services for the same cost is questionable. With 
these factors in mind, synthesized with the analysis of the 
"marginal" benefits of flexibility at reasonable costs for the 
facilities analyzed, the report concludes that it is not likely 
that BOP contracting for single facilities will extend beyond 
certain subpopulations of inmates. It is those subpopulations 
that do not require stringent security or elaborate programs, 
such as geriatric and nonambulatory inmates, short-term 
deportable aliens, and some short-term minimum security 
sentenced offenders, that are appropriate for housing in 
contract correctional facilities. 

The report finally concludes that, at present, the Bureau of 
Prisons views the benefit of private facilities with regard to 
the flexibility afforded in controlling a rapidly increasing 
inmate population by contracting out for the care and 
custody of appropriate subpopulations of offenders. 

5. General Accounting Office, 1991.20 The GAO is an 
independent non-partisan investigatory agency of the U.S. 
Congress. 

The General Accounting Office report finds that prison 
privatization is a puolic policy issue under debate. 
Opponents contend that operating prisons is a governmental 
responsibility that should not be delegated. Proponents 
contend that private contractors can be used responsibly to 
help carry out this function as long as the government 
mamtains effective control and oversight. 

20united States General Accounting Office, Private Prisons, 1991, pp. 4-5. 
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The report contends that available research on the cost 
benefits of privatization has been inconclusive. Depending 
upon the factors that were considered, private prisons were 
found to be from 10 percent more expensive to 8 percent less 
expensive than pubhc prisons. Moreover, this research was 
felt generally to suffer from methodological limitations. 

This GAO report finds that BOP lacks the authority to 
contract for an adult, general population prison and 
recommends that Congress grant the explicit authority for 
f'Urposes of running demonstration programs and projects 
that fully test and evaluate the benefits and limitations of 
privatization. Should Congress grant the Bureau 
privatization authority, GAO oelieves that such legislation 
should, among other concerns, specifically address the need 
for adequate controls in contracts to preserve the rights of 
federal offenders in private facilities, ensure contractor 
accountability, and provide for effective government 
oversight. 

Should Congress give the Bureau authority to operate private 
prisons, GAO also recommends that the Attorney General 
airect the National Institute of Justice to assist the Bureau in 
testing and evaluating the benefits and limitations of 
privatization. 

The re.rort notes that BOP feels that it currently has the 
authonty to contract for adult, general population prisons but 
does not feel that to do so is appropriate. 

As to what has become of those recommendations, Congress 
is waiting for the Bureau to reCJ.uest authority to contract and, 
since the Bureau already feels 1t has this authority, no action 
has been taken.. In terms of participation by the National 
Institute of Justice, the Bureau doesn't feel it is far enough 
along to consider evaluation and, therefore, the issue of 
Institute participation has not yet come up, although there are 
indications that the Bureau feels that its internal evaluation 
mechanism is satisfactory for this project. 

B. Professional Membership Organization 

American Correctional Association, 1992.21 The ACA is the 
oldest and largest private membership organization for the 
corrections profession. 

The position of the American Correctional Association is that 
privatization is not a new concept in American life, nor is it in 
JUstice. The government has given private contracting 
increasingly more attention over the years and 

21 American Corrections Association, Handbook on Private Sector Options for Juvenile Corrections, 
1992,p. 23. 
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it remains an important option in the delivery of J?Ublic services. 
The ACA inquiry shows that every state in the uruon has at least 
one contracted service and that 60 percent expect more contracts 
in the future. The report concludes that privatization is an 
important issue to exanune and understand. 

C. Academicians 

1. Charles H. Logan, University of Connecticut, 199022 

Professor Logan concludes that a very safe generalization 
from the broader literature on contracting for public services 
is that often it saves money, but sometimes it does not. It is 
too soon to say much more than that for prisons, but there are 
many theoretical reasons, and the beginning of some 
empuical evidence, to support the proposition that private 
prisons can offer to government at least the potential for 
gains in efficiency. However, their ~reatest economic benefit 
may be that they make more visible the true costs of 
correctional facilities. 

Relative to quality, Professor Logan's research has led him to 
conclude that rnvate prisons will fall variously within the 
same range o quality as do those run by government 
employees. He feels tli.at as Ion~ as there are at least some 
junsdictions where prisons and Jails might be improved by 
competition from the private sector, that option ought not to 
be categorically ruled out. 

2. Charles W. Thomas, Center f'2~ Studies in Criminology & 
Law, University of Florida, 1991 

Professor Thomas feels that the basic kinds of questions being 
addressed by those who have joined the debate have 
changed. Today's debate often focuses on whether there are 
any services the private sector could not or should not 

22charles H. Logan, Private Prisons: Cons and Pros, 1990, pp. 117, 148. Charles H. Logan is associate 
professor of sociology at the University of Connecticut. His research was funded by the National Institute 
of Justice and be is one of only 2 academicians that the Institute provides as referrals. 

23charles W. Thomas and L.S.C. Hanson, The Emergence of the Private Corrections Industty, 1991. 
Professor Thomas is director of the Private Corrections Project at the University of Florida, the major 
source of statistics on the privatization of corrections. He is one of 2 academicians to whom the National 
Institute of Justice makes referrals. 
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be permitted to provide rather than whether any services 
should be privatized. 

To Professor Thomas, the prospects of the private corrections 
industry seem bri~ht. He feels that the industry is likely to 
experience explosive growth during the 1990's,. but it will 
have to surmount major obstacles that have been placed in its 
developmental path; for example: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

The need for legislative reform. Many states have 
ignored the need for legislative reform, and thus made 
the possibility of local and state-level contracting 
decisiOns awkward if not entirely impossible. 

Ooposition within the public corrections establishment. 
Much fear and hostility persists in the ranks of senior 
local, state, and federal corrections executives. 

Public em~loyee union opposition. According to 
Professor T omas, the most vocal and perhaps the most 
powerful opposition to correctional pnvatization comes 
from pubhc employee labor unions. He feels that 
private sector salanes, benefits, career opportunities, 
and working conditions are equal to if not better than 
those of public sector correctional employees, but that 
these facts are routinely ignored by public employee 
union representatives. 

Anti-competitive statutory provisions and bid 
riJuirements. Some laws dictate that private firms can 
o y manage low-security facilities or facilities that 
house special categories of offenders. Other provisions 
which Professor Tbomas calls anti-privatization tactics 
are the requirement that contractors accept 
indemnification clauses in contracts which go beyond 
indemnifying government for injuries caused by private 
employees, and include harms directly produced by 
governmental decisions and policies; being required to 
maintain costly insurance coverage in amounts far in 
excess of any reasonable risk associated with their 
business activities; and being required to design, 
construct, and operate facilities to meet standards more 
demanding than required of public sector counterparts. 

Professor Thomas also feels that the private sector obstacles 
even reach into the area of cost comparisons. Often it is not 
sufficient that private firms commit to providing equal or 
better services at a lower cost than government 
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could provide them. Instead, they are obliged to provide 
equal or better services at substantially lower cost. In short, 
he feels that there are many problem's for the industry to face. 

He is, however, optimistic. The hurdles the industry had to 
overcome during Its early years included the initial belief of 
many that statutory and constitutional provisions would 
result in correctional privatization being declared unlawful in 
most correctional contexts, that the private sector lacked the 
experience and abilit)r to mana~e facilities housing anything 
otfter than small numbers of mmimum-security inmates, and 
that the frivate sector could not provide appropriate 
correctiona services at lower cost than government. 

He feels that recent history undermines each of these 
negatives. Constitutional and legal challenges to 
privatization either proved to be impotent, or could be 
overcome by new legislation. A growing amount of 
experience revealed that the private sector was entirely able 
to manage relatively large correctional facilities which housed 
diverse types of inmates. According to Professor Thomas, 
dozens of private facilities provided concrete evidence that 
privatization could yield significant cost savings without an 
adverse effect on the quality of correctional services they 
provided. 

3. John J. Dilullo, Woodrow Wilson Sch~~l of Public and 
International Affairs, Princeton University 

Professor Dilulio feels that privatization efforts have been 
motivated by the belief that public correctional institutions 
are too crowded, but the crowaing :problem is less acute than 
is commonly supposed. Privatization initiatives have been 
offered as ways of tightening . the reins on corrections 
budgets, yet spending on corrections remains a pittance 
compared with most other public expenditures, and the 
pubfic sector has made innovations that promise to reduce 
the taxpayers' burden. Privatization ventures are driven by 
the perception that/ublic corrections managers have failed, 
but the public recor is by no means consistently bleak and in 
some respects it is qmte outstanding. The problems of 
crowding, rising costs, and failed management are most real 
in the area of higher-custody prisons and jails, 

24John J. Dilulio, The Duty to Govern: A Critical Perspective on the Private Management of Prisons and 
Jails in Private Prisons and the Public Interest, 1990, pp. 177-178. Mr. Dilulio is Professor of Politics and 
Public Affairs at Princeton University, a fellow of the Brookings Institution and the author of the National 
Institute of Justice study guide on private prisons. 
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25Dilulio, p. 25 

but at present the privatizers offer no help for these 
institutions. 

Professor Dilullo states that "When the privatizers boast that 
they will do better because they, unlike their J?Ublic sector 
counterparts, will be immune from the admimstrative and 
financia1 woes caused by governmental red tape, they should 
be reminded that 'o~ person's red tape may be another's 
treasured safeguard'." He feels that even a cursory review 
of the historical, political, and administrative issues 
surrounding private prison and jail management raises grave 
doubts, and not a few fears, about the prospects of 
privatization in this area. 

He feels that there are things for which public management is 
uniquely suited. In the public sector, the relationship 
between valued inputs (people, money) and desired outputs 
(less crime, better public health) is often unclear and may 
even be imJ?ossible to specify with any degree of precision; 
hence "effic1ency"--i.e., maximizing output for a given set of 
inputs or minimizing the inputs needed to achieve a given 
level of output--is harder to measure. The political and legal 
constraints on what work gets done, how, and by whom tend 
to be far greater in tne public arena. "Sophisticated" 
management theories and techitiques he feels may or may not 
help in the private sector, but tney are almost always more 
likely to come away limping when applied to public tasks. 

Professor Dilulio also believes it is impossible to devise 
performance goals for the evaluation of prisons because of a 
disagreement as to goals and because of all the variables that 
affect a goal. Instead, he recommends the practice goals of 
order, amenity and service. 

In conclusion, Professor Dilulio feels that even if all his other 
objections were removed he would still have a concern with 
the morality of the privatization of corrections facilities. This 
he finds to have httle to do with the profit motive of the 
privatizers and much to do with the propriety, in a 
constitutional democracy, of delegating tli.e authority to 
administer criminal justice to nonpubfic individuals and 
groups. 

In his judgment, to remain les-itimate and morally significant, 
the authority to govern belund bars, to deprive citizens of 
their liberty, to coerce (and even kill) them, must remain in 
the hands of government authorities. Regardless of which 
penological theory is in vogue, the message that "those who 
abuse liberty shall live witf10ut it" is the philosophical brick 
and mortar of every correctional facility. That message 
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ought to be conveyed by the offended community of 
law-abiding citizens, through its public agents, to the 
incarcerated individual. 

D. Special Interest Groups 

In the experience of this writer there have been three large special 
interest organizations that have taken a strong position on the 
subject of privatization of corrections. All three of these groups 
are opposed to privatization. Their specific opinions are detailed 
in the following subsections. 

1. American Civil Liberties Union26 

It is the opinion of the American Civil Liberties Union that 
the delegation of control and custody of prisoners to private 
entities, in and of itself, raises senous constitutional 
concerns. Because the deprivation of P.hysical freedom is one 
of the most severe interferences with liberty that the State can 
impose, and because of civil liberties concerns created by 
pnvate management, some of which are listed below, the 
Union feels tfiat the power to deprive another of his or her 
freedom cannot be delegated to pnvate entities. 

The civil liberties concerns of the ACLU stem from what it 
considers to be a history of abuse under private operation and 
include the following: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

Prisoners are likely to suffer deprivation because of 
placement in a private prison. 

Private prisons are likely to have an adverse impact on 
various aspects of a prisoner's life or on the factors that 
affect the duration of a prisoner's confinement. 

Private prisons are likely to have an adverse impact on 
substantive and procedural legal rights and remedies of 
prisoners. 

It is likely that a private prison will not comply with all 
relevant health and safety standards. 

Private prisons are likely to result in inappropriate 
~onfinem~nt or an inappropriate increase in tfte use of 
mcarcerabon as a sanction. 

While meaningful work opportunities are both 
necessary and appropriate, private management is 
likely to cause exploitation of prisoners under poor 
working conditions without remuneration for the 
financial benefit of the private entity. 

26 ACLU, Delegation of Prison Operations to Private Bodies, Policy Paper #243. No date 
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2. American 
2
7ederation of State, County & Municipal 

Employees 

AFSCME does not believe that the private ownership and 
operation of correctional facilities is the answer to the present 
crowding problem in the prisons. The reasons given are as 
follows: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

g. 

Although a state or local g-overnment may attempt to 
contract out its correctional facilities, it cannot 
relinquish the legal responsibility or liability for the 
incarceration of inmates. 

Contracting out correctional facilities to private 
corporations creates an inherent conflict of mterest 
between a corporation's desire to maximize profits by 
maintaining maximum capacities and state or local 
~overnment efforts to develop possible alternatives to 
mcarceration for specific classifications of inmates. 

Staff salary and benefit levels make up approximately 
two-thirds of the cost of operatmg correctional 
facilities. Several major corporations involved in the 
privatization of corrections nave clearly indicated that 
cutting salary and benefit levels is one way they plan to 
realize profits. 

Current salary and benefit levels for corrections staff are 
extremely low in relation to the responsibilities, 
compleXIties, and the unusually high levels of stress and 
danger that are characteristic of the occupation. Further 
reductions in salary and benefit levels will severely 
hinder the recruitment of · competent and qualified 
professionals into the occupation. 

Current staff-to-inmate ratios in many state and local 
correctional facilities are too high to maintain adequate 
levels of security. While further reductions in staffing 
levels may create profits for private corporations, the 
security of the institution may 15e compromised. 

Traditionally, the deprivation of an individual's 
freedom has been a sanction imposed only by 
government. Ethical consideration must be given to the 
legitimacy of delegating such an awesome 
responsibility to a private, profit-motivated corporation. 

Although private corporations argue that they can 
operate correctional facilities less expensively, 

27 AFSClviE, Position on Contracting out Correctional Facilities. No date. 
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governments will assume costs such as the development 
and monitoring of contracts, the intake and 
classification of inmates, the risk of potential 
bankruptcy of the private corporation, and other hidden 
risks and costs that may not be immediately apparent. 

3. The Maine Council of Churches28 

The National Council of Churches does not take positions. 
Each individual state organization is left to take its own 
position. The Maine Council of Churches appeared at a 
public hearing on the subject of the privatization of the Maine 
Youth Center. The Council opposed this privatization on the 
basis of the fact that it placed too much emphasis on 
incarcerating juveniles and not enough on community 
corrections. They felt that there should be substantially more 
private community corrections facilities that would then 
result in a significant downsizing of the Youth Center, with 
cost savings being achieved in this manner. 

IV. Recent Evaluations 

Charles Thomas, whose enthusiastic comments regarding 
privatization are contained in the previous section, cites the following 
main categories of advantages for privatization: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Ability to construct new facilities substantially more swiftly than 
government. 

Creation of construction cost savings over and above those 
directly linked to speed of project completion. 

Operation of both new and existing correctional facilities at per 
inmate per day costs routinely 10 percent or more befow 
government costs for similar facilities. 

Provision of a higher quality of correctional services to prisoners. 

However, as indicated by the U.S. General Accounting Office cited earlier 
in this report, there are few scientific evaluations of the effects of 
privatization to bolster claims of either advantages or disadvantages. This 
1s due to the difficulty of obtaining the side-by-side res2~rch design that is 
the only truly valid way to conduct such evaluations, the difficulty of 
identifYing all costs and the difficulty of comparing public and private 

28statement on Juvenile Corrections, Thomas C. Ewell, Executive Director, Maine Council of 
Churches. Presented to the Joint Select Committee on Corrections, June 30, 1992. 

29Hackett et al, pp. 57-59 
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facilities and programs.30 For example, it has been estimated that 35% 
should be addeg

1 
to the costs reports of public agencies to get an idea of 

their real costs. On the other hand it is estimated3~1at 4% should be 
added to contract costs for contract administration. (For details on 
hidden cost of corrections see Appendix D.) The problem is further aided 
and abetted by the fact that even the results of a properly done evaluation 
are of questionable use in deciding whether to privatize another facility, 
particularly one in another state. What is required is the result of many 
such evaluations and those are slow in coming. And yet, even when they 
are available a paramount issue in judging whether to privatize an 
individual facility will continue to be what kind of a job could be done by 
government with this particular facility, and, at that point, how much 
room is there for improvement. 

This paper will cite all the recent evaluations of correctional privatization 
that bave come to this writer's attention. The reader will find an 
overwhelming portion of them to be favorable toward privatization, which 
has undoubtedly influenced the recent growth of pnvatization that was 
described earlier in this report. 

A. Juvenile Services in Massachusetts, 1988 
Edward J. Loughran, Commissioner, Dept. of Youth Services33 

According to Commissioner Loughran, privatization of juvenile 
corrections in Massachusetts has produced 4 major findings: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Opening the rehabilitative process to competitive market forces 
has yielded an abundance of approaches to treating juveniles. 
Unlike the state bureaucracy, tfte private provider is better 
positioned to involve the community as full partners in youth 
rehabilitation. 

Tenured staff, complex organizational subsystems, and sheer size 
make modifying or replacing large institutions a difficult effort. If 
a provider is not performing up to acceptable standards, the state 
can serve notice and rebid tbe contract. Purchase of service 
accounts permit the state to redirect funding to new programs 
rather than trying to alter already existing programs in the state 
bureaucracy. 

The programs that have replaced the institutions in Massachusetts 
are not necessarily less costly than their counterparts elsewhere. 
The author feels that it is dangerous to view deinstitutionalization 
and privatization solely in terms of money spent. Quality 
programs will be expensive. However, the move away from 

3°Logan,pp.96-117 

3lLogan, p. 100. 

32Logan, p. 103 

33Edward J. Loughran, Privatization of Juvenile Services, in Corrections Today, Oct. 1988, p. 82 & 83 
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large, state-operated institutions to small, privately managed 
programs has produced efficiencies. 

By re~ularly: rebidding contracts, a competitive spirit is 
maintamed that ensures the development of new ancf varied 
approaches to combating juvenile cnme. The state-run training 
scfiools took a low-risk approach and received equally low returns 
on their investment. 

Pennsylvania, Tennessee, New Jerse;:_~~sons, 1989 
Martin P. Sellers, Campbell UniversiLy-

This study compared two private prisons in Pennsylvania and one 
in Tennessee with two pubhc prisons in New Jersey and one in 
Pennsylvania. Two of the three evaluative pairs were county 
facilities. No large prisons were included because at the time of this 
study no large state or regional prisons had been privatized. The 
conclusion of this study was that the three private facilities were 
operated at lower costs per inmate than the public facilities. In 
aadition each private facifi!J had more programs available. Two of 
the three private facilities had notably oetter overall conditions. In 
addition to concluding that Erivate prisons operate more efficiently, 
the author concluded that the option of privatizing some prisons 
allows the corrections system to evaluate itself through comparative 
analyses and ongoin5 monitoring and allows the transfer to public 
facihties of new techniques developed by private operators. 

C. Hamilton County, Tennessee, penal farm, 1989 
Charles H. Logan, University of Connecticut 
Bill W. McGriff, County Auditor, Hamilton County, Tegst· 
Research supported by the National Institute of Justice 

This study concluded that privatizin~ the Hamilton County, 
Tennessee penal farm, a 350-bed mimmum-to-medium-security 
facility, generated annual savings of at least 4 to 8 percent and more 
likely in the 5 to 15 percent range. 

3~artin P. Sellers, Private and Public Prisons: A Comparison of Costs. Programs and Facilities in 
International Journal of Offender Therapy and Comparative Criminology, pp. 241-255. The IJOTCC 
is a refereed journal, with a circulation of 1 ,000, founded in 1957. 

35charles H. Logan and Bill W. McGraff, CQ.mparing Costs of Public and Private Prisons: A Case Study, 
in National Institute of Justice Reports, Sept.-Oct., 1989, p. 2 
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D. Corrections Facilities in Kentucky and Massachusetts, 1989 

The USgan Institute under a grant from the National Institute of 
Justice The Urban Institute is an independent, broadly based 
research organization which conducts research on social and economic 
problems. 

This study compared a private and public minimum-security 
facility in Kentucky and 2 private and 2 public juvenile secure 
treatment facilities m Massachusetts. At the time of the study the 
Kentucky private facility was the sole adult secure facility under state 
contract in the country. 

In Kentucky, the private facility unit-cost was 10% higher than the 
public facility. According to the report, this difference is likely to have 
occurred in part because of: (a) the inclusion of caf?ital cost in the 
private organization price, (b) economies of scale achievable by the 
public facility with its inmate population being about 50% larger than 
the private facility. In Massachusetts, the publicly-operated facility 
cost was approximately 1% lower than that of the privately-operated 
facilities. 

The re,r.ort attributes this similarity in cost between the public and 
private facilities in both states to the fact that competition for these 
contracts, at least thus far, has not been sufficiently large to drive the 
cost significantly lower, if indeed lower costs are feasible. 

For a substantial majority of the service performance indicators, 
the privately operated facilities had at least a small advantage. By and 
large, both staif and inmates gave better ratings to the services and 
f?rograms at the privately-operated facilities; escape rates were lower; 
there were fewer disturbances by inmates; and m general, staff and 
offenders felt more comfortable at the privately-operated facilities. 

Data in the report indicates that the privately operated facilities 
had younger and less experienced personnel, and staff who were 
compensated less than their counterparts in publicly-operated 
facilities. The report conjectures that youthful enthusiasm may 
combat "job burnout" of longer tenured members. By and large, the 
report found that staff in the privately-operated facilities appeared to 
be more enthusiastic about their work, more involved in tbeir work, 
and more interested in working with the inmates. Regarding 
management, the privately-operated facilities appeared to be more 
flexible and less regimented, with staff subject to less stringent 
controls. 

The report Sf?eculates that at least some of the advantage of the 
privately-operatea. facilities could be regained by the public sector in 
these corrections environments if management and organizational 
hindrances, such as rigid procedures, could be alleviated. 

36-rhe Urban Institute, Com.Jl_arison of Privately and Publicly Opemted Corrections Facilities in Kentucky 
and Massachusetts, 1989, pp. ES-5-8. 
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Based on this evidence, the report concludes that use of 
privately-operated correctional facilities for minimum security adult 
males and for difficult youth offenders is an appropriate option for 
state governments. It seems to be an important option, particular!}' if 
additional capacity is needed by the state. While the report concludes 
that these findings do not indicate that private operation should be 
substituted for existing public facilities, it does indicate that the use of 
the private sector, in appropriate situations, can be good for both 
inmates and the public. 

E. Women's Prisons in New Mexico, 1991 
Charles H. Logan, University of Connecticut under grants from the 
National Institute of Jus.tice, the Bureau of Prisons and the National 
Institute of Corrections:;/ 

This study compared the quality of confinement in two New 
Mexico state prisons for women, one public and one private, and a 
public federal prison for women. 

The study found that the private prison outperformed the state 
and federal prisons, often by quite substantial margins, across nearly 
all dimensions. The two exceptions were the dimension of care, where 
the state prison outscored the private prison by a modest amount, and 
the dimension of justice, where the federal and private prisons 
achieved equal scores. The results did vary, however, across the 
different sources of data. The ?rivate prison compared most favorably 
to the state prison when usmg data from the staff surveys, and 
consistently but more moderately so when using data from official 
records. However, when looking only at the inmate surveys, the state 
prison moderately outscored tfi.e private on all dimensions except 
activity. In absolute terms, quality was high at all three prisons. 

By privately contracting for the operation of its women's prison, it 
appears that the State of New Mexico raised the quality of operation of 
tfi.at prison. The report indicates that all research, regardless of source, 
reviewed by the state on this subject to date suggested that it is 
reasonable and realistic to expect high quality from commercially 
contracted prisons. Factors most likely to promote that quality, 
judging from the current research, include: (1) a well-designed facility; 
(2) greater operational and administrative flexibility; (3) more 
decentralized authority; (4) higher morale, enthusiasm, and sense of 
ownership among line staff; (5) greater experience and leadership 
among the top administrators; and (6) stricter, "by the book" 
governance of inmates. 

37 Charles H. Logan, Well Kept: Comparing Quality of Confinement in a Public and Private Prison, 
1991, pp. 183-185 
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F. 

Much of the inmates' displeasure with the private prison 
aflpeared to be related to its more prison-like atmosphere and tighter 
aoministrative regimen. 

Minimum Security Pre-release Facilities in Texas~J991 
Sunset Advisory Commission, Texas Legislature 

This study compared the actual operation of two privately 
operated 500-bed pre-release centers with the hypothetical cost of the 
State of Texas operating the centers. Texas has a statutory requirement 
that the state can not enter into a privatization contract unless the 
result would be a saving of at least 10 percent. 

The study concluded that the state was saving 14 percent by 
privatizing tliese facilities. In addition the l'rivate facilities were 
found to be paying the state $400,000 per prison m taxes. 

V. How to Privatize 

Most of the material in this section is taken from the American 
Corrections Association: Handbook on Private Sector Options for Juvenile 
Corrections, 1992, and the Council of State Government's Issues in 
Contractin for the Private 0 eratio of Prisons and ails 1987. A few 
items, per aps half a dozen, have been developed from this writer's 
general reading in the field and do not refer to any one specific source. 

A. First Steps 

1. 

2. 

Before contracting, a corrections department should undertake a 
systematic, detaifed analysis to determine if, and under what 
conditions, contracting is likely to be helpful to the corrections 
system. This analysis should include an examination of whether 
statutory authority for privatization exists, and of current state 
prison costs, crowding, performance, legal issues involved, 
availability of suppliers, ways to reduce the likelihood and 
consequences of contractor defaults, and the attitudes of various 
interest groups.39 

In approaching privatization, the department should determine 
what services it currently provides ana at what cost, what services 
it would like to provide, whether it can provide the desired 
services itself, and the cost of providing those services itself (even 
though it may be unable to do so) and through a private 
contractor. 

38sunset Advisory Commission, State of Texas, Contracts for Correctional Facilities and Services, 
1991,p. 9 

39]. Hackett et al, 1987, p. viii 
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3. 

4. 
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The department should write a performance work statement 
defining the activity to be privatizea, analyze the current method 
of carrying out that activity and Jbetermine the changes necessary 
to make it as efficient as possible. 

The Le~islature should determine whether it wishes to establish 
the priOrities for contractor selection; e.g. cost, ex~erience, 
financial stability, innovative programs, or to leave these Items up 
to the contracting agency. 

B. The Request for Proposal 

According to most experts, the request for proposal (RFP) is the 
most important aspect of contracting. Reviewing the responses 
submitted is the most time consuming aspect. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

The request for proposals and subsequent contracts should 
exrlicitly state: (a) who is responsible for what expenditures, and 
(b what levels of performance are expected (including: 
compliance with minimum standards as to policies, procedures, 
and practices; results on such performance indicators as 
maximum numbers of various "extraordinary occurrences"; and 
compliance with fire, safety, medical, health, and sanitation 
stanaards). The RFP' s and contracts should also identify 
sanctions or penalties that will apply for inadequate performance. 

The contract should identify any operational standards the agency 
endorses and offer financial incentives for complying with them, 
and identify specific goals for prisoners and incfude a structure of 
incentives for the accomplishment of these goals. 

Contract proposa~1should be compared on a cost-benefit basis, 
not just cost a1one. . . 

The costs of privatization should include propos'4~ request, 
contract development, monitoring and evaluation costs. 

The RFP should be candid and tell potential providers the 
maximum amount of funding that is available for a given project. 
If possible, it should provide them with an estimate of the cost the 
agency is paying or believes it would pay were it to provide the 
service with state staff. It should indicate that proposals will not 
be defined as qualified unless their price proposals are equal to or 
below existing or projected agency costs, but should not impose 
any further cost savings requirement. It has been found that 
market forces will usually produce a proposal that assures the 
best possible services at the most competitive price. The 

Logan, 1990,p. 89 

Logan, 1990,p. 120 

42Logan, 1990,pp. 102,103 
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contract should not be given to a contractor w43ose bid is less than 
what the agency feels is required to do the job. 

6. Everyone's interests are generally best served when a formal 
conference date is established and included in the RFP. The 
presence of potential providers at the conference should be 
encouraged but not required. Questions should be submitted in 
advance and in writing. Formal responses to those guestions 
should be made available to all potential providers. Questions 
that materialize during- the conference mustoe handled carefully. 
Responses to all questiOns must be made available to all potential 
providers whether they were or were not present at the 
conference.44 

7. It is generally useful to provide a brief 4~escription of the factors 
that give rise to the need Ior contracting. 

8. The RFP should concisely describe what the ag(gcy seeks to 
achieve via the efforts of an independent contractor. 

9. On one hand, it is vital that the nature of the required services be 
clearly communicated to all potential providers. On the other 
hand, it is important that those who prepare responses to RFP's be 
given the opportunity to be creative in their descriptions o~f-ow 
an agency's needs can be met most effectively and efficiently. 

10. One portion of the work responsibility an independent contractor 
must accept involves the prep"f~tion and submission of reports, 
and the preservation of recorcfs. 

11. Proposal requirements should not permit a potential provider to 
mal<e a vague commitment that "a suitaole number of staff 
members shall be retained to provide for the maintenance of 
security." Instead, the precise staffing pattern for this and other 
features of the management plan must be provided and justified, 
including ~alifications, salary level ancf work hours of each 
individual. 

12. Some feel that it is prudent to have one evaluation subcommittee 
review and evaluate the technical aspects of :proposals and an 
entirely separate evaluation subcommittee reVIew and evaluate 

43 American Correctional Association, 1992, p. 41 

44 American Correctional Association, 1992, p. 42 

45 American Correctional Association, 1992, p. 46 

46 American Correctional Association, 1992, p. 46 

47 American Correctional Association, 1992, p. 46 

48 American Correctional Association, 1992, p. 47 

49 American Correctional Association, 1992, p. 48 
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the cost proposals. Such a two-part evaluation process can lessen 
the likelihood that improper we1ght will be assigned to the quality 
of the proposed semces and tne cost of the proposed services. 
This evaluation strategy calls for the submlSsion of two 
documents from each potential provider and that no ig-6ormation 
from one be duplicated in whole or in part by the other. 

13. The pronnsal should include a statement of the project time 
schecfule:bl 

14. It is appropriate to require the inclusion of the manner in which 
potential providers propose to handle problems such as 
construction delays, escapes, disturbances, or various types of 
eme52encies (e.g., employee strikes, natural disasters, and so 
on.) 

15. It should be required that potential providers provide ixs£grmation 
about their corporate experience and staff qualifications. 

16. If it is desired to require information about the potential 
providers' experience with similar or related projects during the 
recent past, tfie language should not permit a provider to identify 
only positive experiences during a certain time period. Instead, 
the requirement might oblige potential providers to identify all 
contracts or subcontracts it has entered mto during the past five 
years that involved the delivery of one or more of the services 
called for by the present procurement. Potential providers should 
be obliged to identify the name, title, agency, address, and current 
telephone ng,rber of the official to whom they were most directly 
responsible. 

17. An RFP should not preclude f?Otential providers from submitting 
prop~sals .5?frely &ecause they have no proven record of 
expenence. . . 

For one proposed listing of contractor and departmental 
responsibilities see Appendix B. 

50 American Correctional Association, 1992, p. 48 
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C. Proposal Review56 

1. No member of the proposal review committee should be opposed 
to contracting for tile service or services detailed in the~· 

2. No member of the proposal review committee should be 
predisposed to favor any particular strategy or method of service 
a eli very. 

3. There should be a dearly defined set of selection criteria. There 
are many ways a contracting agency might state and establish 
appropriate weights for the selection criteria. The crucial aspect 
oi thiS part of the process is that the criteria and weights be 
appropnate to the specific objectives of the procurement effort, 
tfiat tney be as objective as possible, and that they be relied upon 
in a similar fashion by all members of the proposal evaluation 
committee. 

Without a contrary statute, regulation, or agency policy, the 
following weights are suggested as reasonable: 

• Potential provider's understanding of the background 
of, need for, and scope of services being solicited 
(5 points); 

• Evidence of potential provider's past experience 
with and performance of duties re1ated to the present 
request for proposals (10 points); 

• Adequacy of the proposed approach for service 
delivery (25 points); 

• Adequacy of the proposed management approach 
(25 points); · 

• Qualifications and experience of key project 
personnel (20 points); and 

• General cost considerations unrelated to the 
quality of proposals (e.g., cost savings 
provided relative to actual or estimated 
agency costs for providing substantially the 
same services) (15 points). 

The low weight assigned to costs per se is intended to protect 
contracting agencies against the possibility of a "low-ba11 bid" 
allowing a potential provider whose proposal is weak on other 
critically important dimensions to prevail. 

4. The committee should meet and discuss the selection criteria 
before committee members receive proposals so that they can 
reach a consensus before the review process oegins 

56 American Correctional Association, 1992, pp. 42-53 
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that will provide greater consistency in the assessments of 
individual proposals. 

The scoring system should be agreed on before the process begins 
(e.g., will the overall ratings be pooled and averaged as opposed 
to category-by-category ratin~s being pooled and averaged, will 
the committee be subdivided into a technical proposal 
subcommittee and a business rroposal subcommittee with each 
subcommittee reviewing orily particular components of 
proposals, and so on). 

The cited report recommends that ratings should be arrived at 
independently rather than during a committee meeting where one 
or more influential or persuasive committee members might exert 
improper control over the outcome of the review process. 

D. The Contract 

1. The government should specify that it be iXS9emnified against any 
damage award and for the cost of litigation. 

2. Selection of inmates for placement in a private facility, and 
decisions about their movement, is the government's 
responsibility. The bases for these selections shoufd be written 
into the contract. Criteria sh01.-g.g be mutually agreed upon to 
avoid future misunderstandings. 

3. The state agency should divide the contract into sections so a 
pro.vider can bg

9
in partial non-compliance without canceling the 

entrre contract. 

4. The contractor must understand the state's administrative 
requirements in such areas as the ·maintenance of files, the 
preparation of ad~trative reports, and the submission and 
processing of invoices. 

5. There is a legal and .rolicy need to refrain from drafting or 
interpreting contracts m such a way that contracting agencies 
unintentionally exercise so much control over the inaependent 
contractors that the independent contractor-a~ent distinction 
vanishes. If the distinction vanishes, the legal liability exposure of 
the state agency will be elevated. 

The cited ACA report recommends that an agency that desires to 
exert significant control over everyday aspects associated with the 
delivery of correctional services would be prudent to 

57 Hackett et al, 1987, p. viii 

58Hackett et al, 1987, p. ix 

59 American Correctional Association, 1992, p. 45 
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refrain from contracting and, instead, to arrange fotlhe delivery 
of those services via the efforts of its own employees. 

6. The state agency, should appoint someone through whom the 
parties to a contract can work in their efforts to achieve the 
necessary contract compliance. If a breach persists or is so serious 
that informal efforts would be inappropriate, there should be one 
or more steps the complaining party can take prior to the actual 
termination of the contract. At a minimum, the complaining party 
to the contract should agree to give the offenaing part:r,: a 
reasonable period of time during which to remedy the problem. 62 

7. The basic elements of monitoring - who, what where, when, and 
how - must be detailed in the contract. One approach that is 
useful· in this regard is to establish outcome indicators for each 
element of tlie contracted program or service (e.g., 
Administration, Finance, Education, Counseling, etc.). Specific 
outcome indicators must be agreed on and commonly 
understogf· These indicators must also be included in the 
contract. 

8. One traditional outcome indicator is recidivism. It is common to 
include a minimum target for reducing the recidivism of program 
participants in contracts for correctional services. The ACA study 
reports that, unfortunately, experience demonstrates that this 
approach is not very effective. Man}' otherwise excellent 
programs have failed to meet the requirea recidivism threshold. 
The problems are that the indicator is often not realistic and that 
statistics can be manipulated. Further, recidivism is not consistent 
with the most recent understanding of delinquent behavior. 

More recently, some contracting agencies have been using a 
suppression measure rather than recidivism. In effect, 
suppression measures the severity and chronicity of an}' unlawful 
activity by the program participant after he ·or she leaves the 
program, as compared to the levels at which they entered the 
program. 

One good outcome indicator is the objective progress the 
participant achieves in the program. Some significant measures of 
change are achievement tests that measure the juvexg,les skill level 
in math, English, social studies, vocational skills, etc. 

61 American Correctional Association, 1992, p. 77 
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Full disclosure of all information required for monitoring 
purposes should be agreed to during contract negotiations ana 
specified in the contract. The methods of recordkeeping, as well 
as reporggg formats and schedules, can also be set forth in the 
contract. 

10. The development of written policies and procedures should be 
required by the6lontract ana be approved prior to program 
implementation. 

11. The starting date of the contract should allow substantial time for 
orderly transition and pre-transition training. 

12. The contract should provide for specific penalties for failure to 
provide specific services and staffing called for by the contract. 

13. States should contractually obligate the private vendor to accept 
all prisoners in certain specifically d~~gned categories up to tlie 
agreed maximum number of inmates. 

E. Monitoring - "Did the contractor fulfill the requirements of the 
contract?" 

1. 

2. 

The most important thing to insure good monitoring is to have a 
contract that provides measurable objectives in as many areas of 
operation as possible. 

The state should plan (before the RFP is issued) and implement 
(after contract award) an effective system for continuous contract 
monitoring. This should include: 

(a) regular timely reports (showing tabulations and analyses of 
extraordinary occurrences and other significant performance 
indicators and the results of onsite inspections); 

(b) regular onsite inspections (at least monthly and preferably 
weekly), using prespecified checklists, rating categories, and 
guidelines on how to complete the ratings; 

(c) periodic documented fire, safety, health and medical, and 
sanitation inspections; 

(d) provision for regular interviews with samples of inmates to 
obtain feedback on such/erformance elements as treatment 
of prisoners, amount o internal security, drug use, and 
helpfulness and adequacy of educational, work, and 
recreation programs; 

65 American Correctional Association, 1992, p. 100 
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(e) annual indepth, onsight inspections by a team of experts, 
covering the various proceaures used and the results of 
periodic reports on the facility's quality: of services based on 
precontract specified outcomes and results indicators; 

(f) explicit provision for prompt review by government officials 
of the written findings from each of the above procedures 
with prompt written feedback to the contractor, and 
identification of what needs to be corrected and by when (and 
subsequent followup to determine the level of compliance); 
and 

(g) provision for supplying information obtained from the 
monitoring process by the time contract renewals and 
rebidding are scheduled - so this material can be use 
effectively. 

The same monitoring procedures should be applied to publicly 
operated and contractor-operated facilities. Governments with 
comparable facilities can tlien use the resulting information as a 
basis for comparisons - and thus obtaig

8
a better perspective on the 

relative performance of the contractor. 

3. It is important to identify both a contract monitor and a contract 
manager before the start of the contract. The contractor should 
also identify a person available to the monitor on a daily basis, as 
well as a responsible supervisor. Although the contract 
monitoring and managing functions can be served by one 
individuaf, it is usually better not to combine these roles. Having 
a level of decision-making beyond the contract monitor provides a 
de facto appeal whenever the contract monitor and the ggivate 
provider representative are unable to reconcile a difference. 

4. Differences in contract interpretations must be resolved prior to 
implementation. The contract provider must be informea of all 
agencies that will monitor contract performance and be supplied 
with all specific regulations that affect the provision of services, 
including- the basis for penalties for non-compliance and possible 
terminatiOn of the contract. A fu~mental principle of contract 
monitoring must be "No surprises!" 

5. Ideally, contract monitoring is not a process of finding fault or 
blame and threatening the provider with penalties. This approach 
is counterproductive because it focuses only on the negative, 
creates anxiety and distrust, and causes the provider 

68Hackett, 1987, pp. ix-x 
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to be secretive or to withhold critical information for fear of losing 
the contract or appearing to be deficient. It also prevents t}le 
contract monitor from acting as an agent of constructive change. 

6. Effective contract monitors understand the operational and 
philosophical principles of corrections in therr jurisdictions. 
Contract monitors should be experienced people with respect and 
status in the contracting asency. Ideally, they should have 
experience working in correctiOnal programs. Monitors must also 
be skilled in devefoping a monitoring f'ian, negotiating, conflict 
resolution, and interviewing techniques. 

7. Reasonable ethical questions can be raised regarding whether a 
contract monitor should or should not be a member of the staff of 
a state department of corrections since being on the staff can 
constitute a conflict of interest?3 

8. Contract monitors sometimes inject themselves too forcefully into 
the everyday manage~~t of contract facilities. This can create 
legal liability problems. 

9. A mutually agreed upon visit calendar should be developed. This 
raises the issue of surprise or unannounced monitoring visits. 
Although there is some public agency support for this approach, 
it may be counterproductive. It may communicate a sense of 
distrust that the provider is do;r·n something that the contracting 
agency does not approve of, a that the practice is covered up 
whenever the momtor is on site. 

10. Adherence to this basic principle of announced visits does not, 
and should not, rreclude other types of visits. The director or 
representative o the contracting agency should view the 
contracted program or service as any other in the public agency. 
He or she should feel free to visit any program at any time of day 
or night. The visitor should be just that - a visitor - and should not 
attempt to conduct a monitoring visit or otherwise disrupt the 
_Erogram. If during such a visit something peculiar is observed by 
the visito7

6 
it can be reported to the contract monitor for 

follow-up. 
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11. Program disruption can also be limited by briefing the provider's 
representative on the information that will be requested and 
reviewed. A proposed agenda for a monitoring visit could be 
discussed. This agenda or schedule can the~e shared with 
administrators, staff and inmates in the program. 

12. The key to conducting an effective monitoring visit is 
preparation. The contract and monitoring plan should detail what 
Is to be monitored. A letter should 'De sent to the provider 
confirming the agreed upon date for a visit. An a~enda for the 
visit shoufd be Erepared m advance to accompany thls letter. This 
letter should Cletail what information is being requested in 
advance, what information should be on hand, who should be 
available for interviewing (e.g., the superintendent, the medical 
authority, the mainte~ce mechanic, etc.), and any details 
concermng time frames. 

13. When interviewing pro~F staff, it is essential that the monitor is 
positive and supportive. 

14. The objective for the contract monitor is to utilize a presentation 
style that reinforces the cooEerative relationship. The goal of 
monitoring is to work together to improve and achieve the 
requirements of the 

8
5ontract, and tfiis goal needs to be 

consistently reinforced. 

For one example of contract providers periodic reports see 
Appendix C. 

F. Evaluation- "Was this particular privatization activity successful?"81 

1. From a state, local and national perspective, it is highly desirable 
to obtain systematic, comprehensive e:valuations of the costs and 
effectiveness of contracting correctional activities. A government 
should require that a comprehensive evaluation be maCle, within 3 
years of contract award, of the degree of success of its contracting 
effort. Where possible the contracted facility should be compared 
to publicly orerated facilities. Other than the philosophical 
issues, most o the debate over prison contracting can be greatly 
enlightened by empirical field evidence concernin~ its elements. 
It is a great waste of resources if innovative trials of prison 
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contracting are undertaken without including appropriate 
evaluations from which states and local governments, ana society, 
can learn if contracting works, and under what conditions. 

The evaluation should cover information obtained after the 
contracting approach has had a chance to get past the shakedown 
period. A 1-year period is likely to be needed to iron out bugs. 
The assessment should extend for a minimum of 1 (preferably 2 or 
more) years beyond the initial startup period. 

The evaluation activity should begin before the first contract is 
initiated in order to coflect baseline data. 

For those states that do not have staff available to plan and 
monitor the evaluation, they should seek outside help such as a 
university or consulting firm. An evaluation aimed at assessing 
prison contracting is a complex task and some special expertise is 
likely to be needed. 

The performance indicators chosen as evaluation criteria also need 
to oe collected on noncontracted facilities so as to permit 
comparison. 

Even the best evaluation will represent the results of only 1 trial. 
One trial can not give a complete picture. 

G. Evaluation Designs82 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

There are three basic evaluation design types: (1) before versus 
after (time series) evaluations, (2) comparison group evaluations 
without special assignments of inmates, and (3) experimental 
evaluations with random assignment of inmates to contract and 
noncontract facilities. 

In performing a cost analysis, time-series cost data should be 
adjusted by a price-level index to reflect changes over time. 

Used alone the time-series design is quite weak. 

Inevitably the state will want, and need, to compare the contract 
facility to similar state-operated institutions. There are numerous 
characteristics that tend to make two correctional facilities 
dissimilar. The most troublesome issue is that of the 
characteristics of inmates. There are numerous procedures for 
classifying, prisoners, using various scales. However, no matter 
what procedures are followed, it is likely that any evaluation will 
produce somewhat ambiguous results. 

Experimental design is the most powerful and preferred form of 
evaluation. However, it is also the most complex to undertake. In 
this design the state correction agency would assign inmates 

82Hackett et al, 1987, pp. 54-59 
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of similar security levels randomly to the contract facility. 

H. Some Oversight Alternatives83 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

#187STUDY 

Have the Attorney General select, authorize and approve the 
projects permitted. 

Require contract approval by the Department of Finance and 
Administration. 

Have the appropriate legislative committees periodically compare 
the costs ana quality o:f service at public ana private facilities in 
the state. 

Have the Legislature specify the conditions under which 
privatization may be an option and the objectives of the 
privatization. 

Have the State Auditor conduct a performance audit at the 
privatized facility annually. This report would cover the 
reasonableness of the cost analysis procedures used by the 
Department for comparing the contracted services with s1milar 
service provided by tne Department. 

83char1es R. Ring, Contracting for the Operation of Private Prisons, 1987, pp. 42, 43, 45. 
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separate set of arguments in opposition. The arguments have been 
abstracted and adapted from general literature on privatization as 
well as from discussions specific to prisons.~ 

Arguments for Contracting 

1. Propriety 

a. Contracting enhances justice by making prison supply more 
responsive to changes in demand, both upward and 
downward. 

b. Contractual wardens have an incentive to govern inmates 
fairly in order to enhance their legitimation, induce co
operation. lower costs. and ensure renewal of contracts. 

c. Contracting does not jeopardize due process: private and 
public wardens are equally subject to the rule of law and 
accountable to the same constitutional standards. 

d. Contracting. in conjunction with governmental monitoring, 
adds a new layer of independent review of correctional 
decisions and actions. thus improving due process. 

e. Contracting can help clarify the purposes of imprisonment 
and the rules and procedures that define due process. 

f. Contracting for operating prisons is compatible with federal 
law and the laws of many states; specific enabling legislation 
has been passed in some states. 

2. Cost 

a. Contracting allows prisons to be financed, sited. and con
structed more quickly and cheaply than government pris
ons; also, private firms are more apt to design for efficient 
operation. 

b. Contracting across jurisdictions permits economies of scale. 
c. Contracting may reduce overly generous public employee 

pensions and benefits. 
d. Contracting typically indexes fee increases to the Consumer 

Price Index. while government costs have been shown to 
rise faster than the general level of inflation. 

e. Contracting discourages waste because prodigality cuts into 
profits. 
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f. Contracting counteracts the motivation' of budget-based 
government agencies to continually grow in size and to 
maximize their budgets. 

g. Contracting makes true costs highly visible, allowing them 
to be analyzed. compared. and adjusted. 

h. Contracting avoids cumbersome and rigid government pro
curement procedures: vendors can purchase more quickly. 
maintain lower inventories. and negotiate better prices and 
values. 

i. Contracting. through more effective personnel manage
ment. better working conditions, and less overcrowding, 
may increase employee morale and productivity while low
ering absenteeism and turnover. 

3. Quality 

a. Contracting provides an alternative yardstick against which 
to measure government service; it allows for comparisons. 

b. Contracting motivates both governmental and private pris
ons to compete on quality as well as ·cost. 

c. Contracting, by creating an alternative, raises standards for 
the government as well as for private vendors. 

d. Contracting adds new expertise and specialized skills. 
e. Contracting promotes creativity and enthusiasm by bring

ing in "new blood" and new ideas more often than is pos
sible under civil service. 

f. Contracting promotes quality and high standards by forcing 
officials and the public to evaluate expenditures carefully, 
rather than masking costs through overcrowding and sub
standard conditions. 

g. Contracting will expand the political constituency con
cerned about legislative reforms of the correctional system. 

h. Contracting could hardly do worse than some current (pub
lic) prisons. in terms of quality. 

4. Quantity 

a. Contractors can help alleviate today's capacity cns1s by 
building new prisons faster than the government can. 
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b. ContrJcting will allow quicker response in the future to 
med changing needs or to correct mistakes resulting from 
inaccurJte predictions or faulty policies. 

c. ContrJcting facilitates the distribution of inmates across 
agencies or jurisdictions, thereby maintaining occupancy 
rates at an efficient level (i.e .. near capacity but not 
overcrowded). 

d. ContrJcting helps limit the size of government. 

5. Flexibility 

a. Contracting allows greJter flexibility. which promotes in
novation. experimentJtion, and other changes in programs, 
including expansion. contraction. and termination. 

b. Conrrac:ing can avoid i:JpitJl budget limits through leasing, 
or spreJd capitJl costs over time through lease-purchasing. 

c. Contracting reduces the levels of bureaucracy (red tape) 
involved in management decisions. 

d. Contracting reduces some of the political pressures that 
interfere with good mJnagement. 

e. ContrJcting avoids civil service and other government (and 
sometimes union) restrictions that interfere with efficient 
personnel management (i.e., hiring, firing, promotion, and 
salary setting: assignment of duties, work schedules, va
cations. and leJves; adequate staffing to avoid excessive 
overtime). 

f. Contracting reduces the tendency toward bureaucratic self
perpetuation. 

g. Contracting promotes specialization to deal with special~ 
needs prisoners (protective custody, AIDS patients, and so 
forth). 

h. Contracting relieves public administrators of daily hassles, 
allowing them to ·plan. set policy, and supervise. 

6. Security 

a. Contracting may enhance public and inmate safety through 
increJsed staff training and professionalism. 

b. Contracted corrections officers are less likely to go on strike 
because they are more vulnerable to termination. 
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7. Liability 

a. Contracting may decrease the risks for which government 
remains liable, through higher quality performance and 
through indemnification and insurance. 

8. Accountability 

a. Contracting increases accountability because market mech
anisms of control are added to those of the political process. 

b. Contracting increases accountability because it is easier for 
the government to monitor and control a contractor than 
to monitor and control itself. 

c. Contracting promotes the development and use of objective 
perform::mce meJsures. 

d. Contracting can help enforce adherence to procedures and 
limit or control discretion in the discipline of inmates. 

e. ContrJcted prisons will be highly visible and accountable, 
in contrast to state prisons which, at least historically, have 
been ignored by the public and given (until recently) 
"hJnds-off' treatment by the courts. 

f. Contractors are forced to be more responsive to the atti
tudes and needs of local communities when siting a prison. 

g. Contracting can require prisons to be certified as meeting 
the standards of the American Correctional Association. 

h. Contracting motivates vendors to serve as watchdogs over 
their competitors. 

i. Contracting will encourJge much broader interest, involve
ment. and participation in corrections by people outside of 
government. 

j. Contracting provides a surgical solution when bad man
agement has become entrenched and resistant to reform. 

9. Corruption 

a. Contracting gives managers more of a vested interest in the 
reputation of their institution. 

b. Contracting pits the profit motive against other. less benign 
motives that can operate among. those whose job it is to 
punish criminals. 
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10. Dependence 

a. Contracting can increase the number of suppliers, thus re
ducing dependence and vulnerability to strikes. slowdowns, 
or bad management. 

Arguments against Comracting 

1. Propriety 

a. Contracting for imprisonment involves an improper dele
gation to private hands of coercive pO\ver and authority. 

b. Contracting may put profit motives ahead of the public 
interest, inmate interests. or the purposes of imprisonment. 

c. Contracting prisons raises legal questions about the poten
tial use of deadly force. 

d. Contracting creates conflicts of interest that can interfere 
with due process for inmates. 

e. Contracting may face legal obst:J.cles in some jurisdictions. 
f. Contracting threatens the jobs and benefits of public em

ployees; it is antilabor. 
g. Contracting may threaten corrections officers' sense of au

thority and status. both inside and outside the prison. 

2. Cost 

a. Contracting is more expensive because it adds a profit mar
gin to all other costs. 

b. Contracti~g creates the special costs of contracting: initi
ating, negotiating, and managing contracts, and monitoring 
contractor performance. 

c. Contracting may cost more in the long run as a result of 
"lowballing"-initial low bids followed by unjustifiable 
price raises in subsequent contracts. 

d. Contracting may cost more in the long run if high capital 
costs inhibit market entry and restrict competition. 

e. Contracting lacks effective competition in "follow-on" con
tracts, which are commonplace. 

f. Contracting costs the government extra for the termination, 
unemployment, and retraining of displaced government 
workers. 
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g. Contracts with cost-plus-Axed-fee provisions provide no in-
cen rive for efficiency. . 

h. Contracting may have a higher initial marginal cost than 
would expanding government services. 

3. Quality 

a. Contracting may reduce quality through the pressure to cut 
corners economically. 

b. Contracting may "skim the cream" by removing the "best'' 
prisoners and leaving the government prisons with the 
''worst," which will spuriously make the private prisons 
look better by comparison. 

c. Contracting will decrease the professionalism of rank and 
Ale prison employees because they will be underpaid and 
insecure and thus not able to develop a career orientation. 

4. Quantity 

a. Contracting creates incentives to lobby for laws and public 
policies that serve special interests rather than the public 
interest; in particular, private prison companies may lobby 
for more imprisonment. 

b. Contracting. simply by expanding capacity and making im
prisonment more feasible and efficient, may unduly expand 
the use of imprisonment and weaken the search for 
alternatives. 

c. Contracting on a per prisoner, per diem basis gives private 
wardens an incentive to hold prisoners as long as possible. 

d. Contracting creates a kind of underground government, 
thus adding to total government size. 

5. Flexibility 

a. Contracting may limit flexibility by refusal to go beyond 
the terms of contract without renegotiation. 

b. Contracting may be stopped in advance, or suddenly re
versed in midstream, by adverse public reaction, legal chal
lenges, partisan politics, or organized opposition by interest 
groups, including public employee unions. 
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c. Contracting reduces ability to coordinate with other pubiic 
agencies (police. sheriff. probation. parole. transportation, 
maintenance. and the like). 

6. St:!curity 

a. Contracting may jeopardize public and inmate safety 
through inadequate staff levels or training. 

b. Contracting may limit the ability of the government to re
spond to emergencies. such as strikes. riots. fires, or 
escapes. 

c. Contracting increases the risk of strikes. which may not be 
illegal for contractor personnel. 

d. Contracting may cause high employee turnover at 
transition. 

7. Liability 

a. Contracting will not allow the government to escape 
liability. 

b. Contracting may cost the government more by increasing 
its liability exposure. 

c. Contracting shifts risk away from the government, which 
is the party best able to bear it. 

8. Accountability 

a. Contracting reduces accountability because private actors 
are insulated from the public and not subject to the same 
political controls as are government actors. 

b. Contracting diffuses responsibility; government and private 
actors can each blame the other. 

c. Contracting may encourage the government to neglect or 
avoid its ultimate responsibility for prisons; supervision 
may slacken. 

d. Contracting reduces accountability because contracts are 
difficult to write and enforce. 

9. Corruption 

a. Contracting brings new opportunities for corruption (i.e., 
political spoils, conflict of interest, bribes, kickbacks). 
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10. Dependence 

a. Contracting lowers the government's own capacity to pro
vide services, which makes it dependent on contractors. 

b. Contracting carries the risk of bankruptcy by the vendor. 
c. Contracting may involve exclusive franchises that simply 

replace public monopolies with private monopolies. 
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AP?ENDIX B 

SECTION III 
CONTRACTOR RESPONSIBILITIES 

A. Acceptance of Referrals 

The Contractor agrees to accept all juvenile delinquents assigned to the Facility by the 
Department. 

B. General Liability Insurance 

The Contractor agrees to obtain and to maintain general liability insurance sufficient to cover 
any and all claims that may arise out of the Contractor's management and operation of the Facility 
and to provide proof of such insurance to the Department prior to the commencement of the 
delivery of services. The Contractor further agrees to ensure that all dentists, nurses, physicians, 
psychiatrist, psychologists, or other persons from whom the Contractor is authorized by the 
Department to obtain necessary services have suitable liability insurance. 

C. Worker's Compensation and Unemployment Insurance Compensation 

The Contractor agrees to provide unemployment compensation cm·erage and workers' 
compensation insurance in accordance with applicable federal and State laws and regulations. 

D. Indemnification 

The Contractor agrees to indemnify, defend, and hold harmless the Department, and the 
Department's officers, agents, and employees, from any suit, action, claim, or demand of any 
description whatsoever for losses or damages arising directly or indirectly from or in connection 
with the operation and maintenance of the Facility including, but not limited to claims against the 
Department, the Contractor, or any of their respective officers, agents, and employees for alleged 
,-iolations of civil and constitutional rights. Howe,·er, nothing in this Contract is intended to 
deprive the Department, the Contractor, or any of their respective officers, agents, and employees 
of the benefits of any law limiting exposure to liability or setting a ceiling on damages or both or 
of any law establishing any defense to any claim asserted against any of them beyond limitations 
expressed in this Contract. The obligation of the Contractor to indemnify, defend, and hold 
harmless will not apply to any suit, action, claim, or demand made by any person arising from any 
action or omission of any person or entity other than the Contractor, irs employees, or its agents. 

E. Accreditation 

The Contractor agrees to seek, to obtain, and to maintain accreditation of the Facility by the 
American Correctional Association. The Contractor further agrees to obtain ACA Accreditation 
within 12 months following the commencement of the delivery of senices. 

F. Subcontracts and Assignments 

The Contractor agrees not to assign this Contract or to enter into subcontracts to this Contract 
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with additional parties without obtaining the prior written approval of the Department. The 
contract will be responsible for the performance of all assignees or subcontractors. 

G. Affirmative Action Policy 

The Contractor agrees to accept and to abide by the affirmative action policy detailed in the 
Contractor's Proposal (Appendix B). 

H. Staffing of the Facility, Personnel Qualifications, and Personnel Training 

The Contractor agrees to provide the number and types of staff members necessary to meet 
all of the requirements of this Contract and that the numbers and types of staff members will be 
in full compliance with the staffing pattern detailed in the Contractor's Proposal (Appendix B). 
The Contractor further agrees that the qualifications and training, including in-service training, will 
be in compliance with ACA Standards, relevant requirements of Title 39 of the Administrative Code 
of Columbia, the personnel qualifications and training standards detailed in the Contractor's 
Proposal (Appendix B) and, should these sources of minimum personnel qualifications and 
training be different from one another, that the more demanding standards will control. 

I. Development of Policies and Procedures Manual 

The Contractor agrees, prior to the commencement of the delivery of services, to prepare 
and to submit to the Department a comprehensive policies and procedures manual and that the 
policies and procedures set forth therein will not be inconsistent with the relevant portions of the 
Contractor's Proposal (Appendix B). The Contractor further agrees that any amendments to the 
proposed policies and procedures manual required by the Department will be incorporated into 
the policies and procedures manual and reflected in the management and operation of the Facility 
within no more than 30 days following receipt by the Contractor of the required amendments. 

J. General Standards for Management and Operation of the Facility 

The Contractor agrees to maintain and operate the facility in a manner that is at all times in 
full compliance with Chapter 39 of the Code of Columbia (Appendix C), Title 39 of the 
Administrative Code .of Columbia (Appendix D), constitutional standards, all applicable federal 
laws, all applicable court orders, all local ordinances, all certification or licensing requirements 
that are effective o_r that become effective during the term of the Contract, and relevant ACA 
Standards (AppendL'x: E). If any provision of Chapter 39 of the Code of Columbia, Title 39 of the 
Administrative Code of Columbia, or this Contract is more stringent that an othenYise similar ACA 
Standard, the more stringent standard will control. If any ACt... Standard is more stringent than an 
otherwise similar provision of Chapter 39 of the Code of tl1e Columbia, Title 39 of the 
Administrative Code of Columbia, or this Contract, the ACt... Standard will control unless the ACA 
Standard is contrary to tl1e relevant laws and regulations of the State of Columbia. 

K Delivery of Management and Operational Services 

The Contractor agrees to provide all management and operational services detailed in the 
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Department's RFP #93-101 (Appendix A) and the Contractor's Proposal (Appendix B), those 
services including but not being limited to: 

1. The involvement of all residents in an orientation program immediately following their 
commitment to the Facility; 

2. The preparation of indh·idualized needs assessments and treatment plans on each new 
resident within no more than 15 days following his commitment to the Facility; 

3. The involvement of all residents in a balanced program of education, vocational training, 
appropriate individualized or group therapy, and recreation that is meaningfully related 
to the needs assessment and treatment plan prepared for each resident; 

4. The delivery of food, hygiene, health, laundry, and sanitation sen·ices that meet or exceed 
all relevant standards contained in Chapter 39 of the Administrati\·e Code of Columbia 
and the ACA Standards; 

· 5. Any and all other services necessary for the maintenance of a sanitary and secure facility 
within which the interests of the residents, the Department, and the general public are 
protected; and 

6. The development and implementation of a data collection system that systematically, 
reliably, and objectively monitors the progress of each resident in all phases of his 
involvement in the programs being delivered by the Contractor. 

L. Confidentiality of Resident Information 

The Contractor agrees to abide by all State and federal laws and regulations concerning the 
confidentiality of information regarding residents provided to the Contractor by the Department 
and information regarding residents compiled by the Contractor during the course of the 
Contractor's delivery of services to those residents. The Contractor further agrees that all of its 
employees who work with or who have access to informatioi1 regarding residents of the Facility 
will sign a written agreement that requires them to abide by the same confidentiality requirement 
and that the signed agreement will be available for inspection by the Department. 

M. Research Involving Facility Records or Residents 

The Contractor agrees that it will not authorize access to the Facility, its records, or its 
residents without the prior authorization of the Department. 

N. Reporting Requirements 

The Contractor agrees to prepare and to submit to the Department monthly and quarterly 
reports containing a summary of Contractor activities that includes, but is not limited to a 
summary of information regarding admissions, releases, personnel changes. staffing adjustments, 
and other relevant information about the management and operation of the Facility. 

0. Special Incident Reports 

The Contractor agrees to make immediate reports to the Department regarding e\·ents th:lt 
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fall within the meaning of special incidents (e.g., escapes, injuries other than minor injuries 
suffered by either residents or employees caused by accidents, assaults on residents or employees 
caused or believed to have been caused by either resident or employees, and significant damage 
to the Facility of whatever origin). The Contractor further agrees that special incident reports will 
be made within no more than 12 hours following the special incident. 

P. Access to the Facility by the Department 

The Contractor agrees that official representatives of the Department will have immediate 
access to the Facility for any official purpose at any time. 

Q. Facility Maintenance 

The Contractor agrees to develop and implement a maintenance program which includes the 
grounds, equipment, and buildings of the Facility and which assures that the Facility will be 
maintained in a good state of repair and maintenance. The Contractor further agrees to assume 
liability for all routine maintenance costs and to not authorize any non-routine maintenance to be 
accomplished without the prior written authorization of the Department. 

R Medical Costs 

The Contractor agrees to assume responsibility for routine medical costs for medical services 
provided to residents in accordance with the details of the plan for the delivery of medical 
services contained in the Contractor's Proposal (Appendix B). 

S. Employment of Existing Department Employees 

The Contractor agrees to accord all existing Department employees who are presently 
assigned on a full-time basis to the Facility equivalent employment by the Contractor in 
accordance with the employment program as detailed in the Contractor's Proposal (Appendix B). 

T. Background Investigations of Contractor Personnel 

The Contractor agrees that a thorough background investigation will be completed on all 
employees and agents of the Contractor who are assigned to responsibilities within the Facility on 
a routine basis prior to any such employees or agents being hired by the Contractor. 

U. Selection of an Independent Program Evaluator 

The Contractor agrees to retain, at no cost to the Department, an independent program 
evaluator who is fully qualified to conduct a qualitative and a quantitative evaluation of the quality 
of all services provided by the Contractor pursuant to the terms and conditions of this Contract, 
whose suitability for retention has the prior written aud1orization of the Department, and whose 
evaluation report must be submitted to the Contractor and to the Department no less d1an 30 days 
before the end of each 12-month period of service delivery by the Contractor. 
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A. Existing Contracts 

SECTION IV 
DEPARTMENT RESPONSIBILITIES 

The Department agrees that there are no presently existing contracts between the 
Department and others relevant to the maintenance and operation of the Facility or, should any 
such contracts be in force, that they are not binding on the Contractor. 

B. Transportation of Committed Juveniles 

The Department agrees that all costs associated with the transportation of committed juveniles 
to and from the Facility will be the responsibility of the Department. 

C. Facility Population 

The Department agrees that the number of residents assigned to the facility by the 
Department will not exceed 50 residents. 

D. Resident Referral and Release Criteria 

The Department agrees that all juvenile delinquents who are assigned to the Facility will be 
males between the ages of 16 and 18 whose backgrounds and needs, including their offense 
histories, psychological or psychiatric profiles, and medical requirements, qualify them for 
assignment to the Facility. The Department further agrees that the Department, based on a review 
of case records, Contractor recommendations, and any other information it deems to be relevant, 
will have the exclusive power to determine release decisions for residents of the Facility. 

E. Technical Assistance and Transfer of Information 

The Department agrees to provide technical assistance to the Contractor on a timely basis 
when such assistance is requested by the Contractor and is necessary to assure the timely delivery 
of contractual services. The Department further agrees that all case file information will be 
transferred to the Contractor on or before the date of the transfer of any juvenile delinquent to 
the Facility. 

F. Appointment of a Contract Monitor 

The Department agrees to appoint a Contract Monitor who will serve as a liaison between the 
Department and the Contractor, who will monitor contract compliance on the part of both the 
Contractor and the Department, who will submit a written evaluation of Contractor performance 
to the Departmentand to the Contractor on at least an annual basis, and who will be authorized 
to act on behalf of the Department regarding such issues as the release or transfer of residents. 
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G. Non-routine Maintenance Costs 

The Department agrees to assume responsibility for all non-routine maintenance costs 
associated with the maintenance of the facility, including its paved walkways, parking lots, 
equipment, and buildings if and only if the Department either arranged for the necessary 
maintenance, or granted prior authorization to the Contractor to arrange for the necessary 
maintenance. 

H. Medical Costs 

The Department agrees to assume responsibility for the cost of non-routine medical services 
provided to residents. 

I. Facility Improvements 

The Department agrees that the Contractor may, at no cost to the Department, remodel or 
make improvements to· the Facility subject only to the prior approval of the Department. The 
Department further agrees that Contractor requests to remodel or make improvements to the 
Facility will not unreasonably be withheld. 

J. Assistance with Background Investigations of Contractor Personnel 

The Department agrees to assist the Contractor with the completion of background 
investigations of potential Contractor employees or agents at no cost to the Contractor. The 
Department further agrees that the scope of this assistance will include assisting the Contractor in 
the completion of criminal history reviews. 

K Assistance to the Independent Program Evaluator 

The Department agrees to cooperate with and to provide technical assistance to the 
independent program evaluator selected by the Contractor and approved by the Department at no 
cost to the Contractor or to the independent program evaluator. The scope of this assistance will 
include but not be limited to authorizing access by the independent evaluator to secure detention 
facilities operated by the Department and the delivery to the independent evaluator of 
computerized data maintained by the Department on juvenile delinquents committed to the care 
and custody of the Department. 
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APPENDIX C 

SAMPLE CONTRACT PROVIDER MONTHLY REPORT* 
JUVENILE RESIDENTIAL FACILITIES 

Instructions 

The monthly report is to be completed at the end of each month. This report is to be 
submitted to the state contract monitor by the lOth day of the new month. 

I. Client Population Data 

A Total possible resident days this month: This is the number of days in the month times 
the bed capacity. (Example, for the month of June a 24-bed facility would have 720 
possible resident days (30 x 24 = 720). 

B. Total actual resident days this month: The sum of each day's client population. 

C. Average daily population: The total actual resident days of the month (B) divided by the 
number of days in the month. (June 741130 = 24.70) 

D. Utilization percentage: The average daily population (E) divided by the bed capacity 
times 100. (24.70/24 x 100 = 103% utilization) 

E. Resident Specific Information: 

1. Number of Admissions: The total number of juveniles entering the program. If a 
juvenile is released and later returns to the program during the same month, he or 
she should be counted as a new admission. (This is a duplicated count.) 

2. Total number of runaways: A runaway is a juvenile who leaves without permission 
from an outside activity under the supervision of the contracted employee. 

3. Total number of AWOI.S/Absconders: An "AWOL" is a juvenile who has received an 
unsupervised pass for a certain period of time and who did not return at that 
specified time. This may apply to a juvenile who is on home or non-secure 
·detention status who is not residing in his home or specified residence. 

4. Total number of escapes: An escape is any juvenile who leaves the building or 
fenced area without permission. This also applies when a juvenile is being 
transported to and from court. 

5. Total number of releases: Self-e:'{planatory. 

6. Total number or transfers: Self-explanatory. 

"This is a sample monthly repon. An individual repon must be developed for each contract. Its length and content 
should vary depending on the size of goals and objecti\'es of each contract 
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11. Regulatory Inspections and Certifications: This section is designed to record the regulatory 
inspections which may be completed during the course of the month. This report should 
include fire safety inspections (including inspections by maintenance staff of the facility), fire 
drills, health and sanitation, and any other regulatory agency. 

III. Programming: This section provides an opportunity for the contract provider to describe any 
new program initiatives or services which have begun during this month. Program changes 
or planned changes should also be documented in this section. 

rv: Staffing: This section should report on resignations or hirings occurring during the month. 
Any positions not filled should be reported and a reason provided for this situation. 

V. Budgetary: This section provides the opportunity for the contract provider to present issues 
to the contract managers which may impact the delivery of services. Issues to be discussed 
may be shortages, invoicing problems, difficulties in purchasing, etc. 

VI. Director's Comments: The director's comments should include any particular overall program 
issues or concerns involving staff, population, goals achievements or other areas needing 
attention. Any unusual incidents should be discussed in this section. 
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Instructions 

SAMPLE CONTRACT PROVIDER QUARTERLY REPORT* 
JUVENILE RESIDENTIAL FACILITIES 

The monthly report is to be completed within the first ten (10) days of a new month. This 
report is to be submitted to the respective contract manager by the 15th day of that new month. 
The report may be typed or handwritten. 

I. Client Population Data 

A Total possible resident days this month: This is the number of days in the month times 
the bed capacity. (Example, for the month of June a 24-bed facility would have 720 
possible resident days (30 X 24 = 720). 

B. Total' actual resident days this month: The sum of the day's clients. 

C. Number of days over capact'ty: Self-explanatory. 

D. Number of days under capact'ty: Self-explanatory. 

E. Average daily population: The total actual resident days of the month (B) divided by the 
number of days in the month. (June 741130 = 24.70) 

F. Utilization percentage: The average daily population (E) divided by the bed capacity 
times 100. (24.70/24 x 100 = 103% utilization) 

G. Average Length of Stay: Average the individual length of stay for all juveniles released 
during the month. 

For the next section use the race codes W-Caucasian, B-Black, H-Hispanic, and 0-
0ther. In the offense category use P for person offenses and N-P for non-person 
offenses. In the case of multiple charges use the highest offense. 

H. Number of juveniles Served: Sum of juveniles who participated in the program at any 
time durjng the month. If a juvenile is released and later returns to the program during 
the same month, he or she should only be counted once. (This is an unduplicated 
count.) 

II. Resident Specific Information: 

1. Number of Admissions: Sum of juveniles entering the program. If a juvenile is released 
and later returns to the program during the same month, he or she should be counted 
as a new admission. (This is a duplicated count.) 

*This is a sample quarterly report. Quarterly reports must be individualized for each contract. The length and content of 
each report should vary depending on the size of goals and objectives of each contract. 
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2. Total number of runaways: Duplicated number of runaway juveniles. A run is from an 
outside activity under the supervision of the contracted employee. This only applies to 
shelter or non-secure programs. 

a. Number of juveniles: Unduplicated number of juvenile runaways. 

b. Number of incidents: Number of incidents when juveniles ran away. (More than 
one juvenile may be involved in the same incident.) 

c. Number of juveniles returned: Number of juveniles who were returned to the 
facility. (This is a duplicated count if a juvenile ran more than once during the 
month and was returned more than once.) 

3. Total number of AWOLS/Absconders: Duplicated number of AWOL or absconding 
juveniles. An "AWOr' is a juvenile who has received an unsupervised pass for a certain 
period of time and who did not return at that specified time. This may apply to a 
juvenile who is on home or non-secure detention status who is not residing in his 
home or specified residence. 

a. Number of juveniles: Unduplicated number of juveniles who are AWOLs/ 
Absconders. 

b. Number of incidents: Number of incidents when juveniles escaped. (More than one 
juvenile may be involved in one incident.) 

c. Number of juveniles returned: Number of juveniles who were returned to the 
facility. (This is a duplicated count if a juvenile escapes more than once in a month 
and is returned more than once.) 

4. Total number of escapes: Duplicated number of juveniles who escaped. An escape is any 
juvenile who leaves the building or fenced area without permission. This also applies 
when a juvenile is being transported to and from court. 

a. Number of juveniles: Unduplicated number of juveniles who escaped. 

b. Number of incidents: Number of incidents when juveniles escaped. (More than one 
juvenile may be involved in one incident.) 

5. Number of ju,veniles returned: Number of juveniles who were returned to the facility. 
(This is a duplicated count if a juvenile escapes more thari once in a month and is 
returned more than once.) 

6. Total number of discharges: Total number of juveniles who were discharged from the 
program. 

a. Graduate/completion: Number of juveniles who successfully graduated or 
completed the program. 

b. To dav treatment: Number of juveniles who were released to day treatment 
progr~ such as a mental health day treatment or alcohol/drug day treatment 
program. 
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c. To in-patient: Number of juveniles who were released to an in-patient psychiatric 
facility. 

d. To shelter care: Number of juveniles who were released to shelter care. 

e. To secure detention: Number of juveniles who were released to a secure detention 
facility and are not returning to the facility. 

f. To adult system: Number of juveniles who were released to the adult system and 
not returning to the facility. 

g. Other: All other discharges. 

7. Total number of transfers: Total number of juveniles who were transferred from the 
program. 

a. To secure treatment: Number of juveniles who were transferred to a secure 
treatment program. 

b. To non-secure treatment: Number of juveniles who were transferred to a non
secure treatment program. 

c. To aftercare: Number of juveniles who were transferred to an aftercare component 
for continuing services. This is for aftercare services provided by the contract 
provider. 

III. Personnel 

A Personnel Chart: When completing this chart, be sure to include all part time staff as 
well as full-time staff. Part-time staff should be designated in decimal FTE equivalents 
based on the number of hours worked per week. For example, an employee who works 
20 hours a week would be listed as .5 FTE, or an employee who works 10 hours a week 
would be listed as .25 FrE. 

Administrative: Number of key managers or administrative personnel. 

Clinical: Number of clinical workers, clinicians, caseworkers or social workers in the 
program. The clinical director or coordinator may be included here or under 
administration. If the clinical director is carrying a caseload, then they should be 
included here. 

Educational: Number of teachers, include all positions including aides or specialized 
teachers. 

Supervisory: Self-explanatory. 

Direct Care: Number of staff responsible for direct care and supervision of juveniles. 

Medical: Self-explanatory. 
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Maintenance: Self-explanatory. 

Clerical: Self-explanatory. 

Food Services: Self-explanatory. 

Recreational: Self-explanatory. 

Otber: Any other staff that do not fit in the categories listed above. Specify the type of 
positions in the comments section. 

Designate race using the following codes, W-Caucasian, B-Black, H-Hispanic, and 
0-0ther. 

The addition of filled and vacant positions should equal the total number of budgeted 
positions. 

B. Personnel Actions: Self-explanatory. Make comments to any discrepancies or areas of 
concerns in the comments section. If there are specific reasons for extremely low or 
high numbers, describe reasons in the comments section. 

C. Staff Training: Document the date of training, the number of hours of each training 
event which was provided that month and the number of staff involved in ·the training. 
list the specific types of in-services training. 

D. Staff and Resident Meetings: This section is to approximate the types, length, 
participation and frequency of meetings being held with staff and residents. 

1. Staff Meeting: The name/purpose of meeting is listed first, the number of staff 
attending, the frequency of the meeting, the number of meetings which were 
actually held, and the average length of time of e<;1ch meeting. For example, 
program staff meetings may be scheduled weekly for one hour, requesting the 
presence of all direct care staff, clinical staff, and educational staff. The entry would 
be as follows: 

Program staff 12 Weekly 3 1 hour 

This ~·ould document the weekly program staff meeting was held 3 times this 
month, that 12 staff members attended and the average length of the meeting was 1 
hour. 

2. Resident Meetings: The name or purpose of the meeting is listed first, the number 
of juveniles attending, the frequency of the meetings, the number of meetings that 
were actually held, and the average length of time of each meeting. For example, a 
house meeting which is scheduled weekly for 1/2 hour, where all juveniles must 
be present. The entry would be as follows: 

House meeting 20 Weekly 4 112 hour 

This ~·ould document a weekly house meeting that was held 4 times this month, 
that 20 juveniles attended and the average length of the meeting ~·as 112 hour. 
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rv: Regulatory Inspections and Certifications: This section is designed to record the regulatory 
inspections that may be completed during the course of the month. This report should 
include fire safety inspections (including inspections by maintenance staff of the facility), fire 
drills, health and sanitation, and any other regulatory agency. 

V. Programming: This section provides an opportunity for the contract provider to describe any 
new program initiatives or services which have begun during this month. Program changes 
or planned changes should also be documented in this section. The breakdown for 
counseling services is merely the number of juveniles involved in each type of counseling, 
the frequency with which the counseling is held, and the number of hours of the specific 
counseling service being provided. 

VI. Budgetary: This seaion provides the opportunity for the contract provider to present issues 
to the contract manager which may impact the delivery of services. Issues to be discussed 
may be shortages, invoicing problems, difficulties in purchasing, etc. 

VII. Director's Comments: The director's comments should include any particular overall 
program issues or concerns involving staff, population, goals, achievements or other areas 
needing attention. 

VIII. Incident Reports: All individual incident reports that were filed during the month should be 
included in the chart. The following information should be listed for each incident: 

Date: Date of the incident (The report date should be the same date as the incident). 

Time: Self-explanatory. 

Type: Specify the type of incident, e.g. client on client assault, client on staff assault, staff on 
client, assault, escape, law violation, etc. 

juvenile: Name of the juvenile involved in the incident, if th~re was more than one 
juvenile involved include names of all juveniles. 

Race: Utilize the race codes, W-Caucasian, B-Black, H-Hispanic, and 0-0ther. 

Staff Name of staff member involved in the incident. 

Med. Att.: Answer Y (yes) or N (no), was medical attention needed. 

Phys. Restr.: Answer Y (yes) or N (no), was physical restraint used. 

Mech. Restr.: Answer Y (yes) or N (no), were mechanical restraints used. 

Action Taken: State what action was taken. 

Use the comments section for clarification of any particular incident or pattern of the reports. 
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APPENDIX D 

Some Hidden Costs of Corrections 
• Capital costs: land purchases, 
construction, major equipment, 
depreciation or amortization. 

• Finance costs: service and 
interest on bonds. 

• Opportunity costs: taxes or rent 
forgone from alternative uses of 
land or buildings. 

• Employment (fringe) benefits: 
insurance, longevity bonuses, 
retirement contributions, unfunded 
pension _payouts. 

• Unemployment and workers' 
compensation costs. 

• External administrative 
overhead: prorated share of the 
expenses of centralized executive 
offices (governor. mayor, etc.) · 
or administrative offices (e.g .. 
personnel services, central pur
chasing, data processing, general 
services administration). 

• External oYersight costs: 
inspections, program monitoring, 
administrative or judicial reviews 
and appeals of decisions, auditing 
and other comptroller services. 

• Legal service costs, including 
public funds for inmate plaintiffs 
and defendants as well as for 
defense of the government. 

• General liability costs: success
ful legal claims, punitive damages, 
fines, court costs, premiums for 
general liability insurance or costs 
of administering a self-insurance 
plan. 

• Property insurance costs: 
premiums or self-insurance costs 
for fire, theft, and casualty protec
tion (or risk cost of uninsured 
losses). .. 

• Staff training costs (when 
provided or subsidized by another 
agency). 

• Transportation costs: trans
portation services, vehicles, vehicle -•· 
maintenance, fuel, parts, related ' ; 
costs (when provided by other 
departments). ·· ~·-·.; 

~. _, 
........ 

• ; . . .• ,--j 
• Food costs (when other govern- ·; 
ment agencies provide ~urplus food: 
or subsidies). · . · · ·..:,,i 

• Interagency personnel costs .·:;f]; 
(when personnel are borrowed from; 
other agenciesfor routine purpose(;]. 
or emergencies). ~-'~:~~ 

; .. y .. :·, 

• Treatment or program costs.·:·{~ 
(when other agencies provide hos~::}~ 
pitalization, medical and mental ~~::;} 
health care, education, job training?_i 
recreation, counseling, or other -~~:~'?'1 
treatment programs and services).~::~-] 

. .. :~l;-.:~ 





APPENDIXE 

COMMISSIONERS* 

David F. Linowes is Chairman of the Commission. He is Professor of 
Political Economy and Public Policy, and Boeschenstein Professor 
Emeritus at the University of Illinois. 

Annelise Graebner Anderson is Senior Fellow at the Hoover Institution at 
Stanford University in California and former Associate Director of the 
Office of Management and Budget. 

Michael D. Antonovich is a member and former Chairman of the Board of 
Supervisors for Los Angeles County, the largest local government in 
the country. 

Walter F. Bish is President of the Independent Steelworkers Union at 
Weirton Steel Corporation, the largest industrial employee-owned 
company in America. 

Sandra Mitchell Brock is an independent government relations advisor, 
specializing in the areas of transportation and financial services. 

Garrey E. Carruthers is Governor of New Mexico since January of 1987. 

Richard H. Fmk is Founder, President, and Chief Executive Officer of 
Citizens for a Sound Economy. 

Melvin R. Laird has served as a member of Congress for 16 years, Secretary 
of Defense from 1969 to 1973 and Counselor to the President from 1973 
to 197 4. Currently he is Senior Counselor for Reader's Digest 
Association, Inc. 

James T. Mcintyre, Jr., is a partner in the Washin~ton, D.C. office of the 
law firm of Hansell & Post, and served a$ Duector of the Office of 
Management and Budget from 1978 to 1981. 

George L. Priest is the John M. Olin Professor of Law and Economics, 
Director of the Program in Civil Liability, and Director of the Center 
for Studies in Law, Economics, and Public Policy at Yale Law School. 

Ralph L. Stanley is Vice Chairman of Municipal Development Corporation, 
and former Administrator of the Urban Mass Transportation 
Administration. 

Walter B. Wriston is former Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive 
Officer of Citicorp. 
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